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Telelectrical Engineering of To-
Day and of To-Morrow 
H. STERKY, ACTING PROFESSOR OF TELEGRAPHY & TELEPHONY, ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, STOCKHOLM 

Due to the unremitting evolution — during fhe lasf decades — of the art 

of fe/e/ectr/ca/ engineering, the experts and industries occupied in this 

branch of electrical engineering have hardly had an opportunity of summing 

up the results obtained, still less of sorting out — from among the variegated 

and more or less valuable ideas of to-day — those likely to be of definite 

value in the future. A conception of what the future has in store must be 

based on an objective knowledge of the trend of events at the present 

moment, but depends also to a large extent on subjective opinion, resulting 

in varying conceptions for different individuals. In the following paper a 

summary is given of some important results of technical activities — scientific 

as well as practical — which can be expected to influence te/e/ectrical 

engineering of to-morrow. 

Obviously it is a hazardous undertaking to attempt to prepare a forecast for 
a line of engineering of such recent date as the electrical one, where everything 
seems to indicate that coming generations will participate in still more revolu
tionary events than those experienced by the engineers of to-day. If this holds 
good in regard to electrical engineering in general, the difficulties are still 
greater when prophesying concerning the future of telelectrical engineering. 

The evolution of the electronic valve to a serviceable form for technical 
purposes, the quadripole theory as adapted for practical use and a broader 
knowledge of electromagnetic radiation — free, as well as restricted to 
physical conductors — are responsible for the development since the beginning 
of this century of modern telephone and telegraph practice, radio engineering 
and television. Which of the amazing developments in physics and chemistry, 
as applied within the field of electrical engineering, are ready to-day, in the 
nineteen-thirties, to make their appearance in the technical and economical 
domains and to revolutionize the telelectrical engineering of to-morrow ? 

Will electronic valves in the future be equipped with cathodes of radio
active or photo-electrical material, thus rendering superfluous the application 
of electrical energy for producing the required emission of electrons? Will 
carbon granule microphones be replaced by electrodynamic microphones with 
permanent magnets of hitherto undreamed-of steel alloys ? And, if so, will it 
be necessary to retain the central battery system, hitherto used — among 
other purposes —• for microphone feed, merely in order to provide remote 
control oi switches in automatic telephone systems with DC impulsing? Will 
it be necessary for the coming generation to write letters, when the telephone 
and teletypewriter are within every man's reach ? Are there not many 
indications that electric sound reproduction has now advanced sufficiently 
to permit the replacing of paper and fountain pen by a celluloid tablet and 
an engraving device ? A sound letter or diagram recorded in this manner and 
dispatched by night air mail would constitute a complement to the telephone 
message, would reach the recipient with sufficient speed and be as permanent 
as our ancient parchment documents. Will the televisers of 1950 voice 
complaints over the all too simple television features, just as the radio 
listeners of 1938 vent their spleen over the broadcasting programs? 



Questions of such tenor could be multiplied indefinitely. The aim of this paper, 
however, is not to put questions, but to answer them. Consequently, in the 
following, some problems which are of present interest in telelectrical engineering 
will be touched upon, to the practical and economical solution of which 
science and engineering have already submitted material of a most promising 
character, even though much remains to be worked out. 

Telegraphy 
Since the world war the increase in telegraph traffic in all countries has been 
markedly less than in telephone traffic, and in certain cases a decided drop 
in the number of telegrams as well as in the total length of telegraph lines 
has been noted, due, undoubtedly, to the exceptional simultaneous increase in 
telephone traffic. The possibility, with a telephone communication, of obtaining 
an immediate answer to a question and to come into direct contact with the 
called party by means of the spoken word is given preference over the greater 
accuracy offered by the exchange of telegrams. 

During the last decade, however, telegraphy has been endowed with a new 
apparatus, the teletypewriter, which admits of a direct written contact between 
the two parties with the possibility of obtaining an immediate answer. It is 
evident that the art of telegraphy has entered a new era with the introduction 
of these instruments, which are now used for the general exchange of 
telegrams and cables as well as for direct telegraphic communication between 
different telegraph subscribers, such as banks, industrial houses, the police, 
military authorities etc. The experience gained by those countries which 
have pioneered this means of communication would indicate that this develop
ment has merely reached a primary stage. Teletypewriters, telegraph repeaters 
with symbol correction, and other expedients for the rebirth of telegraphy 
will undoubtedly be subject to improvements in design and construction, and 
in the same measure as the number of subscribers increases, the manufacturers 
of these devices will be enabled to adopt mass production with reduced 
prices, which will increasingly stimulate interest for this means of tele
communication. Teletypewriting has had some difficulties in gaining a foot
hold in countries with a highly developed system of telephone communica
tions and where reliable night airmail service has been introduced at an 
early stage. However, a change in these conditions is expected to take place 
during the next decade as commercial circles become aware of the advantages 
teletypewriting has to offer in speed and reliability. 

Although the pushing of telegraphy into the background may, to some extent, 
be due rapid development within the field of telephony, this very development 
on the other hand has, as a by-product, provided efficient long distance lines 
for telegraph communications; thus, for instance, it has made possible the use 
of cable lines for simultaneous telephone and telegraph traffic with the aid 
of superphantom telegraph communications over telephone quads or by sub-
audio and super-audio telegraph systems. Even though the telegraph traffic 
over certain routes may require a greater number of connections than these 
three systems can offer, it may, in the future, be economically well motivated 
to construct special cables for telegraphy, possibly with the exception of 
certain main cables. With voice frequency telegraph systems operating over 
two or four-wire lines in existing or newly built telephone cable lines, extensive 
demands for more further telegraph lines between different localities may 
be met. The teletypewriter or the telegraph relay of to-morrow will be regarded 
and used in the same light as the microphone of to-day, namely as an 
electromagnetic converter, the main purpose of which is to convert, by 
modulation, signs or sounds into electric oscillations of a suitable amplitude 
and frequency for long distance transmission. During transmission it is not 
necessary to differentiate between code signs or sounds in the original message, 
since the technical procedure for the transmitting of a message will be the 
same in both telegraphy and telephony. 
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Developments of a more revolutionary kind in telephotography are hardly 
to be expected. Improvements of the equipment, tending to produce more 
sharply defined pictures and quicker service through more simple and con
venient operation, will no doubt take place here as in other technical 
lines. One would presume that the exceptionally strenuous efforts which have 
been made towards the development of television would have suggested new 
ways and means for the improvement of picture telegraphy. So has undoubtedly 
been the case if one regards the matter from a purely technical point of 
view, but the commercial value of picture telegraphy is quite limited, even 
though in certain cases it renders the press and the police most excellent 
service. 

Telephony 
At the present moment two problems loom large within the field of 
telephony, namely, the automatization of telephone networks in smaller 
communities and rural districts and the use of modulated carrier frequencies 
for long distance communications. Both of these problems occupy prominent 
positions in present day discussions and endeavour within operating companies 
as well as in the telephone industry. 

Before discussing these problems, it may be of interest to center our 
attention on the design of telephone instruments and new features to be ex
pected in connection therewith. For instance, if our experts on electricity 
and materials working in collaboration were to succeed in replacing the carbon 
granule microphone — the now dominating construction in the field of telephony — 
by some other type of microphone equally simple, efficient and economical, 
this would mean a new era in the history of telephone communication. 
The methods now available for such an evolution are the use of permanent 
magnets —• alloys of iron and aluminium, nickel, cobalt etc. — in electro-
dynamic microphones, or the application of the piezo-electric effect for the 
same purpose. Another problem in harmony with efforts to relieve the harried 
humans of to-day from the din and hubbub of our technical appliances is the 
introduction of harmonic calling signals instead of strident ringing signals. 
Finally, inventors and designers have for a long time devoted their efforts 
to the construction of an automatic impulse sender with keyboard as on 
a calculating machine, intended to replace the calling dial. No matter how 
interesting such a solution might be from a technical point of view, one can 
hardly hope that any such device will be able, on economic grounds, to 
supplant the dial, hitherto unsurpassed in simplicity of design. On the other 
hand, efforts devoted to the construction of telephone instruments provided 
with a separate table microphone and loud speaker give promise of better 
success. The advantage of being able to hold a telephone conversation from 
any point in a room, without being restricted by the handset and its cord, 
will probably some day be so highly valued by the general public that loud-
speaking telephone instruments will be installed, not only in up-to-date 
offices, but also in the homes. An innovation not to be ignored will be found 
in the investigations and tests carried out with carrier telephone systems on 
party lines, permitting of a simultaneous exchange of several conversations. 
Further, telephone instruments with enclosed microphone and loudspeaker have 
made their appearance, these instruments being intended for the exchange 
of local calls with the aid of modulated carrier frequencies over the electric 
mains, from which the instruments obtain the required current for converting: 
the frequency and for amplification. 

Automatization 
The complete automatization of the telephone plant in larger cities will now soon 
be an accomplished fact. Automatic operation is superior to manual as regards 
both traffic and economy when the number of subscribers is large and the 
traffic very heavy. Such conditions are not yet present in rural areas, even 
though each year brings about an increase in subscribers and traffic. The socio
logical importance of better telephone service in the country — in this case the 
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24-hour service made possible through automatization — may be quite great, 
but the automatization of rural districts must be built up on sound economic 
principles, as otherwise the complicated and consequently expensive rural 
automatic switchboards will result in increased rates, thereby nullifying the 
advantages obtained. The first stage in rural automatization will consequently 
comprise the local traffic within certain network groups. Hand in hand 
comes the automatization of the telephone networks in the relatively densely 
populated suburbs around the larger cities, including, as well, the automatiza
tion of the junction traffic between these localities and the cities. Following 
this, the rural automatization will encompass the trunk traffic over shorter 
distances and finally over longer distances. The time for the completion of 
such an extensive program in more sparsely populated countries, however, 
must to all appearances be quite remote. 

Another phase of automatic operation, which has already been solved and the 
influences of which will be felt during the next decade, is the automatization 
of private branche exchanges. One of the most evident advantages is that 
larger concerns need not clutter the desks of their staff with two telephone 
instruments or their premises with two separate telephone networks, one for 
the intercommunication traffic and one for exchange traffic. This is possible 
because the PABX switchboards can be equipped with devices for the 
transfer of calls, requesting information from a third party during an exchange 
call, restricted service, night connection and other attractive features. Another 
proposition falling within this line of service and which is being discussed 
at present is the combining inte one large exchange of a number of 
private automatic branch exchanges for city offices. In this manner, both 
operation and maintenance will be centralized and the services of the operators 
required for the handling of incoming exchange calls be more efficiently 
utilized, these being advantages of the utmost importance for the future 
development of the telephone service. 

Long Distance Telephony 
Is it probable that loaded telephone cables will disappear ? The use of modulated 
carrier frequencies for telephone communications over physical lines has been 
subject to an unusually rapid development since the world war. Open wire 
lines can transmit a frequency band many times wider than what is now 
considered necessary (250—2 700 c/s) for one voice frequency circuit. It is 
just for the turning to profitable use of this feature that carrier systems have 
been developed and utilized for some time. This development has 
given prominence to two varieties, vis. a single-channel system for one extra 
speech channel and a three-channel system for three extra speech channels 
over and above the voice frequency channel. In certain cases carrier frequencies 
are used also for the transmission of broadcast programs, in which case the 
transmission need only be unidirectional, although requiring a rather wide 
frequency band (about 8000 c/s). Open wire lines have many disadvantages, 
however; they are exposed to the weather, resulting in unreliable operation 
for voice frequency as well as for carrier channels; also, their capacity for 
traffic is limited and maintenance and upkeep are relatively high. Conse
quently, they are not used over longer distances with heavy traffic, this traffic 
being handled to an ever increasing extent over dry core cables with loading 
coils and repeaters (amplifiers). Such cable plant is used either for two-wire 
or four-wire circuits, the former being generally of lower quality and conse
quently used over shorter distances, the latter on the other hand, providing 
first class connections even over very long distances. The trend of future 
development will no doubt be towards more and more four-wire circuits at 
the expense of two-wire circuits which will still be used, however, for short 
rural lines with but one or two repeaters for each circuit. 

Loading results in a reduction of attenuation, not for all frequencies, however, 
but only for a limited frequency range. For this reason, carrier channels over 
loaded cables can be used only in certain special cases. The lighter the loading, 
the higher the cut-off frequency, permitting a larger number of carrier channels 

., 
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to be superimposed on one and the same pair. Should loading of cables be 
entirely discontinued, from twelve to sixteen carrier bands can without 
difficulty be transmitted over one pair without reducing the distance between 
the intermediate repeater stations and making the carrier installation 
economically inferior to a loaded cable installation. With coaxial cables the 
number of carrier channels can amount to several hundred; this type of cable 
can also be used for the transmission of television programs, for which a 
frequency range of a couple of million cycles per second is required. 

The opinion that loaded cables offer the only and best solution — technical 
as well as economical — to the problem of highly efficient long distance 
communication must, without a doubt, now be seriously reconsidered. 
The intensity of the traffic, the planning of the telephone networks, the 
coordination of existing and projected plants as well as the initial and main
tenance costs for different systems will now be the determining factors. To-day, 
the prospects for the introduction of carrier systems over non-loaded cables 
are most bright; to-morrow, improved methods of manufacture and lower 
prices for cables and loading coils may have upset the calculations in favour 
of the traditional type of loaded cables. Were it possible to manufacture, lay 
and splice these cables without capacitive balancing or compensation of 
capacity deviations, this type of cable could register an additional gain to its 
credit in the calculations. 

Telesignalling 
Telesignailing is understood to comprise all the various branches of telelectrical 
engineering which cannot be assigned to telephony or telegraphy proper, but 
which, to some extent, make use of the same apparatus and methods as these 
arts. Although the boundaries of the various branches are not very clearly 
defined, the following definitions are tentatively given: telephony and tele
graphy comprise the transmission of communications between two or more 
persons, while telesignalling is understood to be the transmission of an order 
or a report from a person to a technical device or vice versa. Consequently, 
telesignalling would comprise electric clocks and time announcing machines, 
fire and burglar alarm systems, supervisory and signalling equipments for rail
ways, supervisory and checking systems for machinery as well as staffs, sig
nalling systems for homes and offices, remote supervision, remote control, and 
remote measuring. 

Remote Signalling 
Electricity is being, in our daily pursuits, employed for varying purposes to an 
ever increasing extent and in more varied fields of occupation, at our place of 
work, in the home and in all forms of traffic control. Here, telesignalling has 
ample room for development, and we will find that the evolution of new 
apparatus and systems based, for instance, on the use of photo-electric cells, 
bimetallic contacts and so forth has been just as rapid as in the already 
mentioned telelectrical groups. One notes, however, that the designs are not 
so thoroughly developed or the apparatus so standardized as within the 
other branches of telelectrical engineering, this condition being no doubt 
correlated with the fact that telesignalling is still reaching out for a firmer 
hold on the various problems which arise in overwhelming numbers. First of 
all telesignalling should aim towards limiting its problems to what is really 
essential, that is a more assiduous treatment — in which the constructive element 
is not the least important — of the most important technical elements as well 
as a consolidation based on efficiency in production as well as in business. 

A continued improvement of various types of photo-electric cells, tending 
primarily towards increased sensitivity and efficiency, will permit the solu
tion of many problems relating to production control, problems which have 
not as yet been taken up for treatment. Traffic signals, doors and escalators, 
registering counters and automatic machines can be controlled by invisible 
light rays acting on photo-electric cells. Especially in sports and athletics 
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there are many occasions for a general adaptation of automatic registering 
devices founded on the photo-electric cell as a substitute for the human eye, 
thereby eliminating subjective human failings. The photo-electric cell in its 
present form may possibly find a serious competitor in the new contact relay 
based on the photo-chemical effect. 

In the future telesignalling will be increasingly used for solving many of our 
defense preparedness problems, especially as to defense against air raids. 
Alarm and darkening precautions during air raids must be so speedily taken 
that hardly any except electrical means can be considered, the problem being to 
control from one central point all the organs which are to function on the 
occurrence of an air raid. We undoubtedly stand in the presence of marked 
developments within this special branch. Special attention is being devoted to 
the finding of simple methods for the transmission of control signals and 
controlling impulses, to develop transmitters for acoustic signalling, and 
apparatus for the control of relays and valves. Requirements as to effective 
operation during the most adverse conditions — for instance during a break 
in the feed circuit — must not be neglected and are sure to cause many 
difficulties, though the resources now available are amply sufficient to over
come them. 

Effective and excellent means of meeting a large number of requirements and 
desires tending towards increased safety and comfort in our daily work, 
principally in offices and workshops, have already been brought to light in 
the field of telesignalling. As an example we only need mention the staff 
locating systems, sometimes combined with private automatic branch exchanges, 
hotel signalling systems and traffic control systems. New technical features of 
a revolutionary trend are hardly to be expected in this field, but there will 
most certainly be an increased activity for the utilisation of the material on 
hand. Greater safety and comfort will in all probability be increasingly valued 
by humanity. Within the field of telesignalling, this means increased turnover 
and livelier installation activities. A telesignalling installation within a large 
hospital for the purpose of transmitting alarm signals and calling for assistance 
may to-day be considered desirable; while to-morrow it will have become an 
absolute necessity which must be provided at any price. Automatic optical or 
acoustical announcing of the names of railway stations, the times of arrival 
and departure of trains and other means of traffic, etc. to travellers in waiting 
rooms, on trains, boats and busses and so forth may possible appear Utopian 
to many people of to-day but will probably be a future reality. 

Remote Control 
The methods for establishing remote control are obtained from the arts of 
telegraphy, telephony and measuring. Their application, however, is chiefly 
within the field of power transmission, which is probably the reason why this 
branch — lying, as it does, on the boundary between telelectrical and power 
engineering — has not yet reached a form of final evolution. The constructions 
which first appeared were fetched either from telelectrical or power engineering. 
During their evolution, it was soon discovered that a direct transfer of ideas or 
apparatus from the one or the other field did not give solutions corresponding to 
the special demands which of necessity must be met by remote control systems. 
It is true that telelectrical devices give excellent service over extensive periods 
but their adjustment and maintenance requires expert attention and continuous 
supervision, which is foreign to the form of operation which has been evolved 
within power engineering. On the other hand, the instruments derived within 
power engineering are too clumsy, bulky and expensive, besides which their 
current consumption is far too great. 

In late years, however, certain changes have occurred in these condi
tions, and one can already discern fairly clear lines for the future development 
of remote control. For example, if we take a system for the remote control 
of an automatic power station, we can easily discern three principal functions 
in the system: firstly, orders given — for the starting of the generators for 
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instance or reports concerning the load — must be translated to magnitudes 
suitable for long distance transmission. Secondly, these magnitudes must be 
transmitted from the sender to the receiver in a suitable manner; and thirdly, 
certain devices such as a turbine throttle or a power meter, must be actuated 
and controlled by the receiver. The first and last functions must be performed 
by organs or devices especially designed for this purpose. Since the most 
important uses of remote control, as already mentioned, lie within power 
engineering, it is natural that these devices be designed in such manner as has 
already been found suitable within this field. For the intermediate function — 
sending, transmitting and receiving of the remote control magnitudes — it 
is equally natural to apply experience gained within telelectrical engineering-. 

There is no doubt but that large and important problems within the field of 
remote control await their solution and these problems will be satisfactorily 
solved only through a most intimate collaboration between the departments of 
transmission and installation — or more generally speaking, between power 
engineering and telelectrical engineering — under close observation of the 
above mentioned functions of differing nature. The transmission problems 
involved must be the decisive factor when determining whether or no the 
choice shall fall on DC or AC impulsing, on back impulsing for supervisory 
purposes, on transmission lines with two or more wires, on separate control 
lines or the power lines themselves, on voice frequency or carrier systems, 
for the long distance transmission proper. Similarly, for the various local 
functions it is necessary to choose sources of power and methods of operation — 
compressed air, compressed oil or electric power, DC or AC, magnetic 
operation or motor drive —• with due consideration for transmission problems. 

Remote control has hitherto been developed chiefly with the aim of controlling 
one or more substations from a main station. Such problems arise in the 
coordinate operation of power plants along a water course, in the feeding 
of electrified railways, c. g., from a number of rectifier stations, and in distri
bution networks with several feed points. Another problem of technical and 
economical importance is the remote control of an arbitrary number of in
struments connected to a distribution network. Objects for this type of remote 
control —• which must be available to one and all, in the same way as broad
casting — are electricity meters with double tariff metering, devices for the 
switching on and off of street lights and for the connecting and disconnecting 
of various loads at times, determined by the electric power stations with 
respect to the supply of surplus power etc. Interesting future problems for 
telesignalling are here foreseen. 

Wireless 
Hardly any other branch of telelectrical engineering is so dependent on the 
development of the electronic valves as that of radio engineering. For wire
less sending stations we find that first of all it is the low overall efficiency as 
compared with other types of electrical plants that is the most strikingly 
characteristic. This is to a large extent due to the imperfections of the other
wise so highly developed electronic valves. A continued development of elec
tronic valves, resulting in a higher specific emission, better screening and more 
advantageous qualities for the short and ultra-short wavelengths, is desirable 
from an economical as well as a technical point of view. As an example of 
the tendencies in development which would imply that this desire is likely to 
be realised, there may be mentioned high power water-cooled pentodes and a 
number of attempts towards a radical change in the placing of the electrodes 
in the valves. 

Also, the quality of reception depends largely on the types of electronic valves 
available. Valves for all imaginary purposes, from triodes to octodes, are now 
available in an unsually large variety of models. This is largely due to 
competition, to the search for new combination valves for automatic volume 
control, for instance, as well as for other special purposes, and to demands for 
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a higher degree of amplification, greater output and smaller distortion. Due 
to its dominating economic importance, broadcasting dominates the manu
facture of valves for reception purposes. Valves for other purposes, such as 
for telephone repeaters and carrier equipments for telegraphy and telephony, 
for commercial radio receivers and for measuring purposes, are still to be 
regarded as by-products, seen from an economic point of view. As regards 
development, the wireless receiver valve still leads the field, and this condition 
will probably prevail for some years to come. It is to be hoped, however, that 
a certain standardization of the types of valves will be arrived at, even 
though improvements may be expected to take place for a long time to come. 

The interest of the general public as to what equipment or parts are 
contained in a radio receiver is definitely on the wane. Even the radio 
expert must admit that it really does not concern the customer whether the 
case contains a superheterodyne or a more or less straight receiver, a loud
speaker with gilded wire-screening, silver tone and copper windings, x 
circuits or n valves, if only the receiver possesses those qualities which have 
a definite bearing on the rendering of sound and a finish which appeals to 
the eye and to varied tastes. Development within this branch has a tendency 
to identify itself with that of automobiles, vacuum cleaners and telephones. 
In this connection it may be of interest to mention that certain attempts have 
been made to obtain norms for judging the inherent qualities of radio receivers. 
Is it possibly along such lines that better quality will be obtained or will 
competition between the different manufacturers be the necessary incentive for 
development in this direction ? Will certain marks of quality be resorted to in 
order to denote the quality of a radio receiver, or will certain trademarks 
constitute the criterion of a good quality as in other branches of industry ? 

Another question of vital interest in broadcasting is how to make room for 
the growing number of wave-lengths for commercial telegraphy and telephony 
as well as for broadcasting programs without causing reciprocal disturbances. 
The short wave range will be — in fact, it probably already is — as crowded 
as the long wave and intermediate wave ranges now are. The ultra short 
wave range will be used, not only for television, but also for other radio 
traffic, in spite of the fact that these waves have a limited range of action. 
The allocaton of wave-lengths for different purposes will, for some time to 
come, be a question of administrative, economic and technical importance. 
Synchronized operation of relatively weak stations within limited geographical 
areas and of large stations at great distances from each other will be utilized 
to an increasing extent. Related problems of a purely technical character are 
improved arrangements for the synchronizing and stabilizing of carrier 
frequencies and the design and construction of aerials which restrict radiation 
to areas in the immediately vicinity of the sending antenna. 

The purely oppositional problem, i. c, of concentrating electro-magnetic 
radiation within a certain small solid angle, is of vital importance for radio 
lighthouses and for direct radio communication between two localities. In 
connection with the development of short wave and ultra short wave, com
mercial wireless telegraphy and telephony, this problem gains in interest, and 
it is to be presumed that scientific technical research within this branch 
has not yet said its last word. Another difference in character between broad
casting and radio communication between two localities is the demand for 
secrecy in the latter case. Radiation confined to a certain channel causes no 
difficulties in this respect; with the use of code it is possible for wireless 
telegraph communication to evade these difficulties, but the continued success 
of wireless telephony will, to a certain extent, most surely depend upon 
whether the measures now taken for the retaining of the private character 
of a conversation — the dividing up of the voice frequency range into a number 
of frequency bands and a mingling and reversal of frequency of these bands — 
can result in constructions reliable in operation and at reasonable prices 
without any lowering of the quality of speech. 
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During the forty years that wireless has existed, research and engineering 
in this branch has proved to be of value, not only directly for the development 
of wireless but also indirectly within other branches of science and engineering. 
A knowledge of the nature of the atmosphere and the ionosphere, as well as 
investigations of all types of electromagnetic radiation now controlled by man, 
have been stimulated by radio-technical research. Metal rectifiers, electron 
and ion-discharge tubes, cathode-ray tubes and new material with special 
dielectric qualities have, to a certain extent, been produced as a result of and 
complementary to developments within wireless engineering. It is as desirable 
as it is certain that this reciprocal influence shall continue and be further 
developed during coming years. 

Television 
Following years of serious endeavour, the technical development of television 
has now reached a certain stagnant condition, presumably of a temporary 
character, however. From a technical point of view the lines to be followed 
are clearly discernible even though the working out in detail of many problems 
still remains. The clearness of outline has been greatly improved due 
to the increase in the number of lines and the introduction of interlaced 
scanning by leading manufacturers. The size and the luminosity of the pictures 
are still insufficient to satisfy a layman television spectator, however. On 
account of these defects, as well as for other reasons, the production of tele
vision receivers has heretofore only taken place on a very small scale, prices 
being consequently prohibitive. 

Although many signs indicate that these difficulties can be solved, the future 
prospects for television must nevertheless be considered as anything but 
bright, economic factors preventing it from coming into its own. One must 
bear in mind that the broadcasting of a television program is most expensive 
and of very limited scope, for which reason ultra-short wave lengths must be 
used. In order to make television as widespread and of the same social im
portance as radio broadcasting, the installation of a very large number of 
sending stations would be required with present technical resources. The 
financial outlay for separate studios with all the necessary equipment is 
considerable. As in radio broadcasting, however, it is possible to use common 
programs for several sending stations. The previously mentioned coaxial 
cables provide a solution which no doubt will attract much attention, but the 
cost will be the same or even higher than for the television senders them
selves. Instead, the final solution may possibly be a combination of directed 
ultra-short wave transmission between the relay senders and of the broad
casting from these senders of the programs stage by stage from the studio 
to the television spectator. Many interesting technical novelties may with 
certainty be expected as by-products of the assiduous research work which 
has taken place and is still going on in the field of television. To restrict 
ourselves to a single example, we will mention the night telescope, the 
functioning of which is based on the use of photo-electric cells and electron 
multiplers for the converting of invisible ultra-red radiation to visible light. 

For the present the economic problems within the field of television are 
much more difficult to master than the technical ones; this is applicable 
especially to such questions as touch on competition between the theatre, the 
sound film, broadcasting and television. The first sure signs that television 
is a factor to be reckoned with will possibly be discussions concern'ng 
unemployed stage and movie actors and their attitude to this new 
technical creation. This was the case with musicians during the early years 
of radio broadcasting, and such will also probably be the case when television 
has come to the front. 
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The Telephone in the S ervice 
of the Railways III 
O. S I E W E R T , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

In the Ericsson Review No 4, 1937 and No 1, 1938, the telephone systems 

used for communication between instruments connected to a common two-

wire circuit along a railway line were described. In order to obtain the 

most valuable service from such telephone installations, however, intercom

munication — preferably automatic — should be provided with the telephone 

installations at the railway stations. 

In the following will be found descriptions of some automatic switchboards 

built by Ericsson for this purpose, as well as an account of how the tele

phone installations in a railway district can be combined to automatic 

network groups. 

The most important requirements, with regard to traffic, which in general 
must be met by automatic switchboards intended for railway telephone net
works can be summed up as follows: automatic internal traffic, automatic or 
manual main exchange traffic; automatic or manual traffic with other 
exchanges within the railway telephone network; automatic traffic with 
selective calling" lines connected to the exchange; automatic outgoing and 
manual incoming traffic with railway telephone lines connected to the 
exchange. 

The demands for telephone facilities at the different stations within a railway 
system vary considerably, however. In many cases two or three telephones 
are sufficient, while in other cases several hundred are required. In order to 
meet these varying demands, Ericsson has designed a series of suitable auto
matic switchboards, each size and model of which provides the most favourable 
solution as regards economy as well as traffic. 

Small Automatic Switchboards 
At small railway stations, where the number of telephones will not exceed 
nine and where the traffic is so light that one single link is sufficient, a 
switchboard OV 1200, Fig. 1, should be used. This switchboard is especially 
designed for intercommunication with the Ericsson selective calling telephone 
system with decentralized selection and it can be regarded as a selective 
calling section concentrated within the station area, where all of the telephone 
connections proceed from the selector units of which the exchange is formed. 
This switchboard has a capacity of 9 telephone instruments, and terminals for 
8 selector sections. The discriminating digits are 1—8 and the instrument 
numbers 01—op. On the other hand, the switchboard cannot be provided with 
equipment for main exchange facilities; direct lines or a PBX switchboard 
must be provided for this traffic. However, since switchboard OV 1200 is 
intended for the use of very small stations only, one single telephone is 
usually sufficient to handle the main exchange traffic and it is consequently 
uneconomical to complicate this automatic switchboard with the necessary 
equipment for the above-mentioned facilities. 

The switchboard OV 1200 is designed for direct connection to the line equipment 
or interconnecting equipment of a selective calling line, see the Ericsson 
Review No 1, 1938. With the aid of this equipment it is possible for the 
telephones connected to the switchboard to obtain communication with all 
other telephones within the network of the railway and which can inter
communicate with the selective calling line in question. The component parts 

Fig. 1 
Automatic switchboard OV 1200 
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of the switchboard — a twelve-line selector switch and some relays — are 
mounted under a dust proof metal cover of small dimensions. The connecting 
up of the switchboard with the selective calling line and station equipment 
takes place in a terminal box. 

Normal selective calling telephone instruments DS IIOO equipped with an 
extra DC bell RA 420 or a buzzer RC 5420 are used with this switchboard. 
Since a call between a selective calling telephone and a station telephone 
occupies the selective calling line as well as the automatic switchboard, it 
is suitable to provide the telephones having heavy traffic to the selective calling 
line with a two-way switch RL 201 and with a calling device on the selective 
calling line a well as on the line to the switchboard. Connection can then be 
obtained as required either to the selective calling line or to the automatic 
exchange. Calling signals are received over both lines independently of the 
position of the switch. 

The switchboard operates on a 24 V current, the required current being 
obtained from the ordinary 24 V battery for the selector equipments. The 
amount of current required for the switchboard is negligible, since the feed 
for the telephone instruments as well as for the selector telephones is obtained 
from 5.5 V dry cells connected to each telephone. 

Medium Size Automatic Switchboards 
Switchboards to suit varying demands as to traffic and range of usefulness 
for medium size stations have been designed by Ericsson. 

The automatic switchboard OL 45, Fig. 2, specially designed for smaller 
telephone networks with a small number of connections between the exchanges, 
is the one hitherto most extensively used. This switchboard is intended for a 
maximum of 90 extension and junction lines and 20 simultaneous calls, but 
is furnished also for smaller numbers of extensions and links. As long as 
the number of telephones is less than 40 and the links are less than 5, only 
one rack is required, on which all the required switching devices for the 
internal traffic are mounted. When extended to its full capacity the automatic 
switchboard comprises four racks. The switchboard is provided with equipment 
giving main exchange facilities, for inter-traffic with selectice calling lines, 
railway telephone lines and other automatic exchanges within the railway 
network. The required number of repeaters is mounted either in a bay on 
top of the rack or, if the number of repeaters is large, on a separate bay 
which also has room for 5 extra link equipments. 

The selector switches are composed of 25-point step-by-step rotary switches, 
which are used both as line finders and connectors. All relay sets are joined 
to the switchboard cables by means of plugs and jacks, no soldering being-
required. The switchboard requires a 24 V battery current. The call numbers 
series is 10—pp. Normal telephone instruments, such as DBH 1101, DBK 1101 
or DBN 2201, are used. 

The traffic possibilities of this switchboard may be quite extensively varied 
and are consequently easily adapted to the requirements of different railway 
administrations. If main exchange facilities are desired, the switchboard is 
provided with specially constructed relay repeaters as well as a manual 
switchboard. Outgoing main exchange connections are obtained by dialling 
the digit 0, causing a disengaged main exchange circuit to be automatically 
hunted out. The main exchange can be of any system, i. e., LB, CB or auto
matic. In the latter case, the connection is automatically obtained. The in
coming traffic is always handled by an operator. If the automatic exchange is 
equipped with repeaters for the main exchange traffic, the following are some 
of the available special features, viz.: restricted service for certain telephone 
instruments; manual making and breaking of connections by the operator; 
night connection for certain telephone instruments, permitting the originating 
of intercommunicating and main exchange calls as usual; inquiry call to 
operator; inquiry call to arbitrary extension instrument; transfer of a main 
exchange call to an arbitrary extension instrument with unrestricted service; 
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special waiting connection for incoming calls to busy extension. The switch
board can also be provided with other facilities of a more special character, 
such as staff locating, conference calls etc. 

Automatic junction traffic between switchboards of type OL 45 and other 
automatic exchanges or selective calling lines is established by means of open 
discriminating digits. The repeaters are designed for DC, AC or voice 
frequency impulsing, depending on the characteristics of the junction lines. 
Since the Ericsson selective calling system operates on direct current, the 
repeaters for junction traffic with an automatic exchange and a selective 
calling line are very simple. A relay repeater is connected for this purpose be
tween the automatic exchange and a line equipment or interconnecting equipment 
on the selective calling line. For traffic from the selective calling line to the 
switchboard, a single discriminating digit is dialled, followed by the desired 
number. For traffic in the opposite direction, the number to which the selec
tive calling line has been connected in the automatic exchange is first dialled, 
followed by the number of the desired selective calling instrument. If the 
selective calling line is engaged, connection is nevertheless obtained with the 
parties engaged in conversation, who can then be requested to terminate their 
conversation in order to receive a more urgent call. 

Railway telephone lines with code signalling can also be connected to the auto
matic exchange, in which case traffic to the railway telephone line can be 
automatically handled, traffic in the opposite direction being always handled 
over a manual board. Code signalling with automatic traffic is obtained by 
means of the dial, in which case a low digit, for instance 1 or 2, corresponds 
to a dot, and a high digit, for instance 6 or 7, corresponds to a dash in the 
Morse alphabet. 

Large Automatic Switchboards 
In the largest railway stations, in which the administration offices are often 
located, the need for railway telephone extensions is exceptionally large. On 
certain occasions, for instance on the days preceding holidays, traffic inten
sity reaches decidedly higher values than is the case in other private 
exchanges of a corresponding size. The automatic exchange which is 
to handle the telephone traffic at such railway stations must consequently have 

Fig. 3 x im 

Automatic switchboard, system OS 
at left, relay repeaters for inter-traffic; in 
center, line finders and connectors; at right, 
registers; the line relays are mounted on 
separate rack 
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Fig. 4 x 5398 

Manual board for automatic exchange 

facilities for a very large number of subscribers, must be able to handle a 
large number of calls per telephone instrument, and easily adapt itself to 
fluctuations in the traffic load. These requirements are fully met by Ericsson 
automatic switchboards, system OS, with 500-line switches. This type of 
switchboard can be provided with an arbitrary number of extension lines and 
a number of links corresponding to all traffic loads of practical interest. The 
excellent adaptability of these switchboards to fluctuating loads is due to 
the large capacity of the switches. For instance, if the switchboard is built 
for 500 lines, all these lines constitute one single group in which each telephone 
has access to every disengaged selector within the exchange, no matter how 
the load is distributed within the group. 

The design of the automatic switchboard, Fig. 3, as well as of the manual 
board, Fig. 4, must naturally vary with the size of the installation and the 
traffic requirements to be met by the installation. The traffic features 
offered by the switchboards, system OS, of regular design have been 
described in the Ericsson Review No 4, 1935 and No 3, 1937, these being 
chiefly as follows: originating of automatic main exchange calls by dialling 
the digit 0; manual transfer of incoming main exchange calls; restricted 
service for certain extension sets; manual making and breaking of connections 
by the operator; automatic inquiry and transfer possibilities during the 
course of a main exchange call; night connection. In addition to these 
features, which are part of the standard equipment, the switchboards can be 
equipped for a large number of additional features, such as conference calls, 
preference calls, staff locating and supervisory service. As with the 
above described switchboard OL 45, a switchboard of the system OS can also 
be provided with relay repeaters for automatic as well as manual junction 
traffic between this switchboard and other telephone installations within the 
telephone network of the railway. These repeaters are largely of the same 
design as for the switchboard, OL 45, and junction traffic takes place in 
the same manner as already described, that is with open discriminating digits. 

As with other switchboards of Ericsson manufacture, automatic switch
boards of the system OS require a 24 V operating current. Normal tele
phone instruments, such as DBH 1101, DBK 1101 or DBN 1101 can be 
used. The telephone instruments are connected to the switchboard by two-
wire lines. 

Automatic Network Groups 
Like public telephone networks, railways are to an increasing extent in
troducing automatic junction traffic between the various automatic exchanges 
in their telephone networks. Consequently, railway administrations are being 
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Fig. 5 
Automatic network group 

confronted by the same problems as were the telephone administrations during 
the automatizing of trunk traffic, i. c, the grouping together of telephone 
exchanges within the network into network groups; the improvement and, if 
possible, the re-arrangement of the junction circuits; the choosing of a 
suitable numbering scheme for the junction traffic between the exchanges, 
and to define the requirements to be met by the junction equipment. 

In telephony, automatic network groups are understood to mean a number 
of telephone exchanges generally grouped around a larger main exchange and 
between which all junction is automatically performed. Although it is 
customary, in manual network groups, to erect direct lines between sub-
exchanges and the main exchange, and often also between adjacent sub-
exchanges, in order to reduce the number of operators required to establish a 
connection, in automatic network groups — on the other hand — junction 
network is given a radial structure. A network lay-out of this kind permits 
a considerable reduction in the total number of line bundles in the network 
group, this, in turn, permitting a more efficient use of the constituent circuits, 
the efficiency of a circuit being greater the larger the bundle in which it 
is located. A network group of this type, Fig. 5, consequently contains a main 
exchange, located in the principal community within the group, and to which 
a number of center exchanges and end exchanges are radially connected. 
Other end exchanges and, in certain cases, some center exchanges are in turn 
connected to the center exchanges. 

Naturally, it is a very difficult enterprise to construct a telephone network 
for a railway along these ideal lines. That which is of basic importance for a 
railway must always be the railway system itself, to which all other features 
within the operation of the railway must adapt themselves. Any telephone 
system must consequently — in order to obtain any degree of popularity with 
the railroad — permit of the building up of a network of practically any 
arbitrary form; consequently, the Ericsson network group system has been 
devised so as to permit of its use even when the network is not radially 
constructed. It is desirable, however, to have the radial form of a network in 
mind also when planning the railway itself, as this will permit a great saving 
in the cost of the network. Should it be found desirable, however, there is 
nothing to prevent the building of direct junction circuits between certain 
exchanges as, c. g., between K 1 and K 3, in Fig. 5. 

It is very difficult to determine the size of the automatic network groups, 
as this depends to a large extent on the arrangement of the railway system. If 
possible, the extent of the network groups should correspond to the ad
ministration areas of the railway, i. c, districts or sections; if these are very 
large, however, they should be divided up into several network groups. It is 
often recommended that the network group be planned so that conversations 
within one network group can be carried on without the aid of an amplifier, 
thereby simplifying the junction equipment. In certain cases, however, sub
dividing cannot be carried on along these lines, especially if the junction 
network consists of cables. 

If automatic operation is provided for the junction traffic between different 
telephone exchanges within a network group, traffic between adjacent 
network groups should also be automatically handled. The greater part of the 
traffic between the network groups should be carried over the main exchanges 
of these groups. Direct traffic between sub-exchanges belonging to different 
network groups can be arranged, however. For traffic between network-
groups, amplifiers are generally required for the connecting circuits, requiring 
special arrangements for the repeating of the impulses and the signals. 

It is of the utmost importance for the speedy development and efficacy of 
the telephone traffic that the exchanges within the network are numbered in 
a manner which is both simple and natural and so that the numbers of tire 
most commonly occurring connections contain as few digits as possible. Two 
numbering schemes, based on different principles, can be used, i. <?., with open 
or closed numbering. In order to understand the difference between the two 
numbering schemes, it is necessary — for the identification of a certain 
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Fig. 6 * 5465 

Automatic network group 
with open discriminating numbers for the junc

tion lines 

telephone connection within the network group — to first determine to which 
automatic exchange and thereafter to which line within the exchange the 
telephone is connected. In all network group traffic, the calling number must 
consequently consist of two parts, namely the discriminating number, which 
indicates the exchange, and the subscriber's number, which indicates the sub
scriber's line. The difference between the two numbering schemes lies in the 
fact that with open numbering the discriminating number is denoted separately 
from the subscriber's number and is dialled only when traffic occurs between 
the automatic exchanges, while with closed numbering, on the other hand, 
the discriminating number is combined with the subscriber's number and is 
always dialled. Although closed numbering has been largely adopted within 
commercial networks, the open numbering is of decided advantage for rail
ways where the exchanges are located at great distances from each other 
and the number of local calls is usually large as compared with the junc
tion calls. 

Open numbering can be arranged in two different ways. According to one of 
the numbering schemes, each bundle of junction lines is given a certain 
number, chosen so that all of the bundles entering a certain automatic ex
change are given the same number. The advantages of this system are 
the relative simplicity and cheapness of the junction equipment, the fact 
that the discriminating numbers for the most common connections have only 
two digits, and that all advance occupation of the junctions is avoided, see 
Fig. 6. For instance, if a subscriber belonging to one of the exchanges 6i, p, 
8i, 93 or 95 wishes to originate a call to a subscriber within main exchange of, 
he only needs to dial the number 91 and then the subscriber's number. For 
traffic in the opposite direction, the main exchange subscriber dials the number 
of the desired exchange followed by the subscriber's number. This simple 
process can only be used, however, when the exchanges in question have 
direct junctions between each other. Should this not be the case, the sub
scribers must dial the discriminating numbers of the intermediate exchanges 
before dialling the discriminating number of the desired exchange. Such 
connections are not of such common occurrence, however, since the largest 
numbers of calls are exchanged between adjacent exchanges. In actual practice, 
it has been found that this method of dialling is very quickly learned by the 
staff and does not occasion any mistaken dialling. Since this junction traffic 
system can be obtained with simple and low-priced equipment, it can be 
recommended for telephone networks which are not too complicated and with 
only a small number of junctions between the exchanges. 

With the numbering scheme using open discriminating numbers, each 
automatic exchange within the network group is given a three digit number, 
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which constitutes the discriminating number of the exchange and by which 
it can be called from any other automatic exchange in the network group. 
These discriminating numbers must always begin with the same digit, e. g., p, 
which consequently must not occur as the first digit in the subscriber's number. 
Also, the discriminating number can start with the digit o; according to what 
has previously been stated, however, this digit should be reserved for public 
main exchange traffic. The numbers i—8, 10—89, 100—899 etc. can be suitably 
used as subscriber's numbers. By dialling the digit 9, the subscriber indicates 
that he has a junction connection in mind and his call is immediately connected 
through to special junction equipments which perform the necessary switch
ing operations. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the schematic lay-out, of the network in a portion of 
a railway telephone network comprising two network groups, each with 
a main exchange and radially connected center and end exchanges. It is 
presumed that all switching within the network group as well as between the 
network groups is automatically performed. Junction traffic between the larger 
stations is handled over automatic exchanges at these stations and automatic 
junctions lines between them; junction traffic to the smaller stations is carried 
over selective calling lines, selective calling exchanges or railway telephone 
circuits. For all junction traffic between the automatic exchanges, open 
discriminating numbers are used according to a numbering scheme in which 
each automatic exchange is called by means of a certain definite number 
irrespective of the identity of the originating exchange. The exchanges may 
then be numbered as shown in Fig. 7, all the exchanges having three-digit 
discriminating numbers beginning with the digit 9. In order to obtain uni
form numbering for the traffic between the exchanges in spite of the fact 
that the connections to the different exchanges are established over different 
routes and over a varying number of intermediate exchanges, one of 
two solutions on varying principles may be chosen. Either all calls 
beginning with the digit 9 are immediately connected to the main exchange 
of the network group from where the remaining switching procedure is 
controlled forwards or backwards depending on the dial number; or repeating 

Fig. 7 x M54 

Automatic network group 
with open discriminating numbers for the auto-
matic exchanges 
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registers, or group registers — which control continued establishing of the 
connection to the desired subscriber —, are introduced in the center and main 
exchanges. With the first-mentioned system, certain parts of the line — not 
required during the conversation — must consequently be subjected to advance 
occupation during certain calls, this being avoided in systems with registers. 
Another advantage with register controlled network group traffic is that the 
numbering of the exchanges within a network group does not have to lie 
on the decimal system, thereby permitting a more efficient use of the available 
number series 901—ppg than with a direct controlled system. Also, in register 
controlled systems it is not necessary to introduce an extra network group 
number in the discriminating numbers for junction traffic between the net
work groups, but here also it is possible to use the same three-digit 
discriminating numbers as with traffic within a network group; this question 
has already been treated in the Ericsson Review No 3, 1937. 
Ericsson installs systems with direct as well as register control, and is conse
quently in a position to advise as to the most suitable system for each net
work group. The most economical solution is often obtained by combining 
both systems, the direct controlled system being used for traffic within a net
work group, registers being brought into circuit only for traffic between the 
different groups. In such a case only the main exchanges need be equipped 
with registers. 

Speaking connections are established in the same way in the direct controlled 
as in the register controlled systems; for local connections, only the 
number of the desired subscriber is dialled, and for main exchange connec
tions, first, the three-digit discriminating number is dialled, followed •— on 
receiving a new dial tone —• by the subscriber's number. Selective 
calling lines and railway telephone lines can be connected to each automatic 
exchange as previously described. Traffic over these lines takes place in the 
same manner as the junction traffic between the exchanges with open 
discriminating numbers. If one wishes to obtain a connection with a certain 
remotely located selective calling telephone instrument from an automatic 
exchange, the discriminating number for the exchange to which the selective 
calling line is connected is first dialled, after which the discriminating number 
of the selective calling line followed by the number of the desired telephone 
instrument is dialled. Since selective calling lines are usually connected to 
two automatic exchanges, it is of no importance over which of these exchange 
the connection is obtained. When calling a remote automatic exchange from a 
selective calling line, the selective calling subscriber must first obtain a 
connection to the nearest automatic exchange by means of a discriminating 
number, after which he occupies the same position as a subscriber on this 
exchange for subsequent switching operations. Calls to subscribers connected 
to the railway telephone lines take place in the same manner as calls to 
selective calling subscribers. For calls in the opposite direction, on the other 
hand, these subscribers require the services of the manual operator at the 
station exchange to which the railway telephone line is connected up. 
Many railway administrations install manual switchboards at the largest 
stations in order to have recourse to manual switching in case of trouble at 
the automatic exchange, and the better to utilize the junctions during ex
ceptionally heavy traffic. The possibility of cross-connecting all the automatic 
junctions to a manual switchboard when necessary is consequently desirable. 
Even when a call is automatically established, however, the operator should 
be able to cut in on the conversation and break the connection in favour of a 
more important call. If there is a manual board, the subscribers have also the 
possibility of ordering calls from the operator who then establishes the desired 
connection as soon as the required junctions are disengaged. Operators 
can also be used for the routing of calls to and from other railway districts 
that have not yet been automatized. In network groups with but few junctions, 
manual service is often applied between the most important stations during the 
busy hours, and automatic switching during the remainder of the day. Such 
an arrangement permits a reduction in the cost of the junction network 
without detrimentally affecting the service. 
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Diagram of single channel system 
ZL 500 
C input of carrier channel 
P input of voice-frequency channel 
Rp four -w i re repeater 
RT four-wi re te rm ina l repeater 
T te rmina l equ ipment 

In recent years carrier systems have been utilized to an ever increasing 

degree for the solving of telecommunication prob/ems within different domains. 

Carrier transmission over wires was originally intended solely as a means o f 

increasing the traffic capacity of aerial lines and open wire carrier systems 

still play an increasingly important part. In opposition to this development, 

there stood — where the requisite economic conditions existed — the 

building of trunk cable networks, tending towards the discontinuance of open 

wire lines and consequently also of carrier current communications. The-

situation is now changed, however, modern engineering practice having made 

possible the use of cables a/so for carrier transmission. This means o f com

munication has been found to imply such great economic advantages that 

we find ourselves confronted by nothing less than a revolution within cable 

telephony, where carrier communications will play the leading role. Cable 

circuits can be utilized in various ways for carrier communication, and for 

this purpose Ericsson has developed different carrier systems, among' them 

a single channel system for carrier current telephony over l ight-loaded cables. 

With long four-wire cable circuits it has been found desirable to improve 
the transmission properties by reducing the propagation time of the cable 
circuit. This is obtained by raising the cut-off frequency of the loading. 
Medium light loading, with cut-off frequencies of about 5 800 c/s for the 
side circuit and 7 000 c/s for the phantom circuit, is being replaced by light 
loading with cut-off frequencies of about 7 800 c/s for the side circuit and 
9 600 c/s for the phantom circuit, as recommended by the CCIF. A wide frequency 
range between the voice frequency band and the cut-off frequency is hereby 
obtained, however, which range offers itself for utilization. Already with 
medium light-loaded four-wire cables there existed an unused frequency 
range above the speech band, utilized by some administrations for a carrier 
telegraph channel by means of the super-audio telegraph system, the telegraph 
currents being amplified in the same amplifiers as the speech current. This 
system was described in the Ericsson Technics No 6, 1933. 

An example of the utilization of the entire frequency range with medium 
light loading is the two-band telephone system used in Germany and intended 
for submarine cables with large repeater spacing. The width of the normal 
speech band in reduced sufficiently to make room for a superimposed carrier 
band used in the opposite speech direction. 

With light loading there arises such a wide range between the voice frequency 
speech band and the cut-off frequency of the cable as to provide room for a 
telephone band of normal width, 2 400 c/s. This circumstance is utilized in 
the Ericsson single channel system for cables. 
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Fig. 2 x 5464 

Frequency allocation of single-chan
nel system ZL 500 
C carrier channel 
P voice frequency channel 

General Characteristics 
The Ericsson single channel system ZL 500 for cables is used on four-wire 
circuits with a cut-oft frequency not lower than 7 500 c/s and allows — in 
addition to the regular voice frequency channel — a carrier four-wire circuit, 
see Fig. 1. The frequencies below 2700 c/s are used for the voice frequency 
channel band, those for the carrier channel being from 3 300 to 5 700 c/s, with 
6 000 c/s as carrier frequency, see Fig. 2. Consequently, the carrier band corres
ponds to the speech band 300—2 700 c/s. The carrier frequency and upper side 
band are suppressed. The voice frequency and carrier channels are amplified in 
common line repeaters. Due to the existence of non linear distortion in these, 
there arise modulation products of each of the channels, which fall within the 
frequency band of the other channel, causing non-linear cross-talk. This 
latter is unintelligible and does not endanger the secrecy of telephone com
munications, but it does cause a disturbance in the rhythm of speech and should 
consequently be held down to the same level as common cross-talk. This 
places requirements on the repeater linearity, generally not met by regular 
four-wire repeaters unless special measures are taken. The non-linear cross
talk can also be reduced through a cutting off of the peaks of the voice 
frequency voltage by means of an amplitude limiter. This causes a certain 
distortion but investigations have shown that the syllable articulation is not 
sensibly reduced even with a reduction of the greatest amplitude in the 
ratio 2.5 : 1. 
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Terminal Equipment 
A terminal equipment comprises two main parts, ids: the terminal equipment 
of the voice frequency channel and of the carrier channel respectively, see 
the diagram, Fig. 3. The differential transformer DFT, which shifts over 
from the two-wire to the four-wire circuit, is a constituent part of the fork 
repeater which has two parts, the transmitter amplifier TA and the receiver 
amplifier RA. In the transmitter side are included an amplitude limiter, Lim, 
an attenuation pad AP, followed by a low pass filter LPF which admits 
frequencies of up to about 2 700 c/s, thereby preventing the disturbing of 
the carrier channel. The output side of the low pass filter is connected to the 
outgoing four-wire branch Lx through the terminal repeater RT, which does 
not form a part of the carrier equipment. The speech currents arriving over 
the four-wire branch L2 are amplified in the terminal repeater RT and meet 
two filters LPF and BPFI, which are connected in parallel. The first one is 
a low-pass filter of exactly the same kind as the one which forms a part of 
the transmitter side of the voice frequency channel, and only admits frequencies 
lying below about 2 700 c/s, while the band-pass filter BPH blocks such 
frequencies. The receiving part RA of the fork repeater follows after the 
low-pass filter. 

The fork repeater and the amplitude limiter of the carrier channel are the 
same as in the voice frequency channel. On the transmitter side there then 
follows an attenuation pad Ac, and a low frequency band-pass filter BPL 
which admits the frequency band 300—2 700 c/s. The carrier frequency 
6 000 c/s is modulated with the speech frequency in the rectifier modulator 
Mod. Only the lower of the side bands formed during modulation is filtered 
through the high frequency band-pass filter BPH, namely 3 300—5 700 c/s, 
and pass over the outgoing branch Lx of the four-wire circuit. In the receiver 
of the carrier channel there is a modulator Mod with filters BPH and BPL, 
all identical with the corresponding elements in the transmitter. Here the 
incoming carrier band of 3 300—5 700 c/s is demodulated and reduced to 

X 5466 

t d iagram for by-pass equip-

atrenuat ion pads 
two-wire ba lanc ing network 

by-pass equ ipment 
d i f fe ren t ia l t ransformer 

high-pass f i l ter 
high poss f i l ter pane l 
amp l i tude l imi ter 
low-pass f i l ter 
input of voice-frequency channel , east 
input of voice-frequency channel , west 
receiv ing side of fork amp l i f i e r 
four-wire repeater , east 
four-wi re repeater , west 
equa l i z ing network 
t ransformer 
t ransmi t t ing side of fork ampl i f ie r 
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300—2 joo c/s. The carrier currents for the modulators are generated in a 
valve oscillator Osc, driving a number of carrier current amplifiers CCA, 
each one of which is sufficient for feeding ten terminal equipments. 

Protectors and switches for the various valve groups are mounted on current 
distribution panels, which are also provided with jacks for the measuring of 
the filament and anode voltages of each valve, and relays and lamps for 
alarm signals of various kinds. A measuring panel is provided with one volt
meter and one milliammeter for checking the voltages of the current sources 
and the condition of the valves. The instruments are connected to plug cords. 
The line and other jacks are assembled on a jack panel. 

By-Pass Equipment 
Should it be desirable to terminate a number of connections at an inter
mediate station it is suitable to use the voice frequency channels for this purpose 
and permit the carrier channels to pass by. In order to make this possible, a 
by-pass equipment ZL 550 is used for each terminated circuit. The principles 
are shown in the diagram, Fig. 4. Each four-wire channel is provided with 
a high-pass filter panel HPF, consisting of two transformers T, two high-
pass filters HP connected by means of an attenuation pad and equalizing 
network A. On each side of. HPF, the voice frequency channel is tapped off 
through the low-pass filters LPF; the transmitters and receivers being in all 
other respects built up in identically the same manner as the VF part of 
the terminal equipment. Consequently, the switchboard terminals Pw of the 
left differential transformer give connection to »west», as compared with the 
intermediate station terminals PE giving a connection to »east». Four-
wire repeaters Rw and RE are connected on both sides of the by-pass 
equipment. The attenuation pad A in the high-pass filter HPF causes the 
carrier currents to come in the correct level as compared with the voice 
frequency channel after having passed the high-pass filter. 

Current Consumption 
Marconi-Osram valves with a filament input of 0.15 A are used. The filaments — 
not more than four in number — are connected in series, these filament 
chains being fed from a source of current with a nominal 24 V tension. It is 
suitable to use a voltage of 21 ±0.5 V, regulated by means of carbon pile re
gulator. The amplitude limiters obtain their grid bias from the filament current 
battery relays, alarm lamps etc. obtaining their current from the same battery. 
The grid voltages are generally tapped off at suitable points along the filament 
circuits. However, the carrier current amplifier CCA requires larger grid 
voltage than can be obtained from the filament circuit; consequently part of 
the carrier effect is rectified and used for generating the required additional 
voltage, thus dispensing with grid batteries. The anode voltage for the valves is 
obtained from a source of current with a tension of 130 V, which also should 
be regulated within the normal limits 130 V ± 2 %. The current consumption 
for each terminal equipment, carrier amplifier (common for ten terminal 
equipments) and by-pass equipment is 0.15 A, 24 V and 35 mA, 130 V, and 
for each oscillator panel (of which two are required for each terminal station) 
it is 0.15 A, 24 V and 15 mA, 130 V. 

Details of Design 
In the cable single channel system ZL 500, the frequency bands of the voice 
frequency channel and the carrier channel lie very close to each other and 
the demands on the selectivity of the filters are consequently high. The 
attenuation curves must have a very steep rise at the cut-off frequencies 
without bending upwards too much already within the transmitting band. Due 
to the fact that only coils with iron dust cores — and consequently with 
low losses — are used in the filters, the desired results are obtained, as is 
shown in Fig. 5. 6 and 7. In most cases mica condensers are used in the filters. 



The last curve shows how the high-pass filter HPF of the by-pass equipment 
sharply cuts off the frequency band at the cut-off frequency; this has been 
obtained with the aid of the equalizer in the attenuation pad A. 

The rectifier modulators used in this system are all connected as shown in 
Fig. 3. The mode of operation of this modulator has previously been described 
in the Ericsson Review No 2, 1936. 

The carrier frequency of 6000 c/s is generated in an oscillator panel comprising 
an oscillator valve and an amplifier valve. The oscillator output from the 
oscillator panel is distributed among a number of carrier current amplifiers 
the input terminals of which are connected in parallel. Each carrier current 
amplifier contains a pre-amplifier valve and two power amplifier valves 
working in push-pull. An amplitude limiter is connected between the pre
amplifier and the push-pull stage resulting in a voltage with almost rectangular 
curve shape being applied on the grid of the push-pull valve. The voltage 
which governs the modulators then obtains the same shape. This is accompanied 
by a number of advantages, among others the fact that the shape of the voltage 
curve cannot be altered by the modulators in spite of the fact that their 
resistance varies with the current; the form is consequently uninfluenced by 
the number of modulators which are connected to the carrier current 
amplifier. 

Each carrier current amplifier can furnish sufficient power for twenty 
modulators, i. e., ten terminal equipments. In order to avoid a common voltage 
drop as much as possible and resulting cross-talk between different 
modulators, the circuits from the modulators are permitted to branch out from 
busbars as close as possible to the output terminals of the amplifier. The 
series resistances in the modulator leads also help to reduce cross-talk. Further
more if the full number of modulators is not connected to the carrier current 
amplifier, this latter is loaded with a resistance corresponding to the resistance 
of the missing modulators. 

A carrier oscillator feeds a large number of carrier current amplifiers, and a 
spare must be provided for such an important item; also, there is one spare 
amplifier for a certain number of carrier current amplifiers. In case of 
oscillator break-down, the spare oscillator is automatically connected up instead 
of the faulty one by means of a relay arrangement; should trouble occur in 
an amplifier, this is replaced by a spare amplifier in the same manner. 
The alarm bell of the system is simultaneously operated and signal lamps 
indicate the character of the fault. Faults are indicated by means of sensitive 
relays fed with rectified current from each distribution system. At the same 
time the relay current is a measure of the voltage on the respective busbars 
and is measured in a jack, connected in series with each relay. 

In the amplitude limiter, Fig. 8, two rectifiers R1 and R2, with opposite 
polarity, are connected in shunt between the two identical transformers T1 

and T2 with the voltage ratio 1 :n. Both obtain a negative voltage r 0 from 
the potentiometer P which is connected to the poles of battery B over resistance 
r. Speech power is assumed to be transmitted from terminals I to terminals 2 
on the amplitude limiter. As long as the amplitude of the secondary voltage 
in transformer T1 is less than the voltage V0 of the rectifiers, the resistance 
of the rectifiers remains very high; no AC energy is consumed in the rectifiers 
and the amplitude limiter has a small attenuating effect on the speech power. 
As soon as the amplitude of the secondary voltage of transformer Tx exceeds 
the voltage V0, the rectifiers R: and R2 exert a very strong shunting effect 
during either half period of speech voltage. If the potentiometer resistance 
and the rectifier resistance in the forward direction were zero, the amplitude 
of the secondary voltage of transformer 7 \ would not be able to exceed 
voltage V0. Since the conditions are not fully met, this result cannot be quite 
reached, as is apparent from the curve, Fig. 10. By varying the voltage V0 

one can obtain different levels of limitation. The purpose of the condenser C 
is to reduce the attenuation caused by the transformers 7 \ and T2 at low 
frequencies and small amplitudes. 
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Fig. 11 ; 

Panels 
left top, low-pass filter; left bottom, 
amplifier; right, modulator 

7153 In order to investigate the limiting power of the amplitude limiter, a connec
tion, the principle of which is shown in Fig. g, is used. A source of current, 

fork the sinusoidal EMF of which has the amplitude E, and which has an internal 
lesistance R', delivers energy to the load resistance R" through the amplitude 
limiter Lim. The voltage amplitude V" over resistance R" is measured by 
means of an impulse meter I. We assume that the resistances R' and R" both 
have the value R and that the amplitude limiter has the attenuation zero for 
small amplitudes. As long as the amplitude limiter does not come into func
tion, the equation V" = %E will be valid. In a diagram with YiE as abscissa 
and V" as ordinate, this will be a 45°-line, Fig. 10. If the effective attenuation 
of the amplitude limiter is bD nepers, V" will be smaller, namely 

b 
V" = VzE • e~ D< which, in the diagram, Fig. 10, is a straight line from the 
point of origin but with a smaller slope than 450. When the EMF has reached 
the critical value E^ with the rectifiers just beginning to be conductive, 
the linear proportion between V" and E ceases and the curve is deflected. 

Mounting 
All of the apparatus are mounted on one side of iron panels 482.6 mm wide, 
see Fig. 11. These panels are screwed on both sides of an angle steel 

Fig. 12 x 5461 

Te rm ina l bays 

at left, with four terminal equipments; in middle, 
with three terminal equipments, two carrier 
oscillators and four carrier amplifiers ; at right, 
with four by-pass equipments 
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frame. The width of the frame is 514 mm and the normal height above the 
floor is 2 400 mm. The rack cabling is carried inside the frame, between 
the front and back panels. The components on the panels are protected by 
removable covers. Jack strips, switches and instruments are mounted on 
bridges back of the covers and are visible in windows in the covers. When 
underlying parts must be easily accessible, these bridges are made to swing 
out. All metal surfaces are sprayed with aluminium gray enamel. 

The racks can be mounted in different ways, see Fig. 12. A regular terminal 
rack is equipped with four terminal equipments and the common equipment 
for these. On the lower part of the rack are mounted three terminal equipments, 
above these the common panels with distribution equipment, jacks and mea
suring instruments, and at the top the fourth terminal equipment together 
with the common connecting panel. Each terminal equipment comprises two 
modulator panels, two fork repeater panels, two low-pass filter panels and one 
amplitude limiter panel. Also, one terminal equipment can be replaced by 
a carrier generating equipment comprising one carrier distribution panel, two 
oscillator panels and four carrier current amplifier panels, of which one 
oscillator panel and one amplifier panel are intended as spares. Finally, four by
pass equipments with common equipment can be mounted in one rack. Each 
by-pass equipment consists of two high-pass filter panels, two fork amplifier 
panels, four low-pass filter panels and one amplitude limiter panel. In all 
types of racks the measuring panel need only occur in every third rack, since 
the plug cords permit measuring in the two adjacent racks, where the 
measuring panel is replaced by a blank panel. 

Transmission Characteristics 
Both channels of the system are intended to work with an overall attenuation of 
zero from fork to fork. Such a channel can then be linked up to another trunk 
circuit without changing the overall attenuation of the entire circuit. When 
the channel is to serve as an independent trunk circuit, however, a pad of 
0.4 neper is connected to each terminal, the overall attenuation then being 0.8 
neper. This system is known as pad control system. By shifting the solderings, 
the pads Ac and Ap can be varied in steps of 0.1 neper. With their aid it 
is possible to adjust a suitable level difference between the voice frequency 
channel and the carrier channel. If these channels have the same level it 
will be found that the non-linear cross-talk caused by the repeaters will be 
greater in the direction from the carrier to the voice frequency channel than 
in the opposite direction. This difference in cross-talk disappears if the level 
for the carrier channel is reduced by about 0.5 neper below the voice 
frequency channel level. The output levels from the terminal equipment proper 
are — 1.0 neper for the voice frequency channel and — 1.5 neper for the carrier 
channel. The input levels are + 0.5 and ± 0 neper respectively for the voice 
frequency and the carrier channels. 

The overall attenuations for the channels which arise when two terminal 
equipments are connected through a repeater with constant amplification within 
the frequency band in question are shown in Fig. 13. 

Overall attenuation 
left, for voice-frequency channel; right, for 
carrier channel 



Distortion Testing Equipment 

for Telephone Repeaters 
S J A N S O N , L I N E D I V I S I O N , R O Y A L T E L E G R A P H A D M I N I S T R A T I O N , S T O C K H O L M 

s! K R U S E ! T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

Fig. 1 x 385i 

Syllable articulation as a function 
of the distortion 
1 circuit with non-linear distortion 
2 undistorted circuit 

In a single channel system for carrier telephony over four wire cable circuits 

the carrier and voice frequency channels are amplified by means of common 

repeaters. The non-linear distortion in these is responsible for the creation 

from the speech current in each channel of modulation products which fall 

within the frequency band of the other channel and consequently cause inter

ference if they are of sufficient strength. Repeaters of the same type as 

those hitherto used solely for the amplification of the voice frequency chan

nel are often used; in order to reduce their non linear distortion, they are 

provided with a compensating device which must be set so as to obtain a 

minimum of distortion. Since the setting depends on fhe constants of the 

amplifier valves, readjustment must be made while in operation. In order 

to facilitate this adjusting, Ericsson has designed a special distortion testing 

equipment. 

Principle 
If two purely sinusoidal voltages with the frequencies h a n d I2 enter a re
peater, the non-linear distortion in the repeater will cause the amplified 
voltage to contain other frequencies than fj and f2, viz: harmonics and com
bination frequencies. The general expression for frequencies in the output 
voltage of the repeater is 

/ = \(mi—m2) /, + («!—»»)/8| 

where mlt m2, % and n2 are positive integers or zero. The sum 

\p = mx + w3 + nx -\- n2 

is called the order of the particular distortion product. The products of the 
first order are /1 and f2, i. e., the original frequencies, those of the second 
order are 0, /z—fx\ h + f2, 2/1 and 2f2 those of the third order flt /» 
2 / l _ / a | , 2 / + /2, 2 / r - / 1 | , 2 / , + / x , 3 / i a n d s / i . ' I " general, the amplitudes of 
the distortion products decrease with increasing order. 

When a repeater is used for amplification of one single communication over 
a certain frequency band, only those distortion products whose frequencies 
fall within this band are of any importance. As indicated by the name, they 
give the impression of a higher or lower degree of distortion of the original 
communication. These various kinds of distortion are of far less importance 
in commercial telephony than, e. g., in the transmission of radio broadcast 
programs. For the first mentioned, intelligibility is the determining factor, 
while fidelity as such is of secondary importance. Tests have shown that in 
a speaking connection it is possible to introduce considerable non-linear distor
tion before the syllable articulation is appreciably lowered, which is indicated 
in the curve, Fig. 1, borrowed from Ericsson Technics No 5, 1933- Actually, 
the telephone instruments themselves, especially the transmitter, introduce 
considerable distortion, which is noticeable if a loud-speaker is operated with 
such a transmitter by means of a good amplifier. Consequently it is unnecessary 
to place especially high requirements on the linearity of the repeaters in a 
common long distance circuit. According to the CCIF, a four-wire repeater 
shall have an output of at least 50 mW with a distortion factor not exceeding 
5 %. These requirements are met by quite common amplifiers. 



This matter takes on an entirely different aspect if several speech channels 
must be amplified simultaneously in the same repeater, as it is then quite 
possible that the distortion products generated by the currents of one of 
the channels fall within the frequency band of another channel and cause 
interference in this channel. In this manner, we obtain what is called non
linear cross-talk. Especially through combination frequencies of different 
orders of two or more simultaneous frequencies, for instance of the form 
mfx + nj.2 in the disturbing channel, there are large possibilities for the disturb
ances to enter into other channels. The combination frequencies are created 
by means of intermodulation between the original oscillations. Between two 
channels with frequency bands of 10 ooo—13000 c/s and 15000—18000 c/s 
respectively, for instance, non-linear cross-talk is caused first of all through 
the intermodulation products of not lower than the third order, namely 2{1—f*. 
Since the amplitudes of the distortion products decrease with increasing pro
duct order, it is necessary, in each separate case, to find out the lowest dis
tortion order which gives disturbances within some considerable parts of 
the frequency band of the disturbed channel. In the Ericsson single channel 
system ZL 500 for cable circuits, the voice frequency channel with the fre
quency band 100 to 2 700 c/s and a carrier channel with the frequency band 
3 300—5 700 c/s — arising through the modulation of the carrier frequency 
6 000 c/s with the speech band 300—2 700 c/s — are amplified in common 
repeaters. In this case, the problem of non-linear cross-talk presents itself as 
follows: two frequencies /1 and /o in the voice frequency channel form distor
tion products of the second order in the carrier channel only in case 
3 3 0 0 S /1 + f-2 S 5 700. This condition is satisfied by all frequencies /1 and 
/2 lying within the range 600—2 700 c/s. The generated intermodulation 
products will then lie within the range 3 300—5 400 c/s, which — after de
modulation — is 600—2 700 c/s. The greater part of the band of the carrier 
channel is consequently covered by distortion products of the second order 
from the voice frequency channel, for which reason it may be stated that the in
termodulation of the second order in this case is the most serious one. The inter
modulation of the second order from the carrier channel to the voice frequency 
channel can only arise in case 100 s /2—fi = 2 700> which occurs in all 
frequency pairs flt f2 in the carrier channel. The entire voice frequency band 
is covered by these products, for which reason intermodulation of the second 
order dominates also in this case. The strongest oscillations emitted by the 
transmitter in a common telephone instrument have frequencies between 600 

and 1 000 A weaker amplitude maximum lies between I 500 and 2 000 
c/s. The strongest intermodulation products from the voice frequency to the 
carrier channel arise through a combination of frequencies from the latter 
range and fall within the range 3300—4000 c/s after demodulation from 
2 000—2 700 c/s ; in this case the disturbances will have a lighter acoustic 
colour. With disturbances from the carrier channel to the voice frequency 
channel it is possible for two strong oscillations to combine into a disturbing 
note falling within the range 100—500 c/s; the disturbances then have a dark 
timbre and are stronger than for disturbances from the voice frequency 
channel to the carrier channel. 

The non-linear cross-talk is unintelligible and is consequently devoid of the 
injurious effect of the linear cross-talk through the betrayal of telephone 
secrecy; on the other hand, it differs from common inductive disturbances 
by the fact that it has the rhythm of speech and, consequently, has a distract-
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ing effect on those carrying on a conversation over the disturbed channel 
noticeable before its psophometric value has yet reached the permissible 
noise level. For this reason, the same limit has been set for the non-linear 
cross-talk as for the linear one. 

In general, the non-linearity of the common four-wire repeaters is too 
great to permit direct use of them for simultaneous amplification of two 
telephone channels unless the levels of these are lowered to impracticable 
values. With a single channel system for cable circuits the difficulty is all 
the greater, as distortion products of even the second order enter the 
disturbed channel. For this reason, the repeaters have been provided with 
arrangements which reduce the non-linearity of the second order. A com
pensating method is used for this purpose, for instance by the introduction 
in the repeater of a non-linear element in the form of a metal rectifier, so 
adjusted and connected that the distortion products of the second order gene
rated in the rectifier will be equal in value but opposed to those created in 
the amplifier. The non-linear distortion in the repeaters originates chiefly in 
the electronic valves, and consequently varies with the valve characteristics. 
From time to time, especially when replacing valves, it is therefore necessary 
to readjust the compensator. An organ is consequently necessary for regulating 
the strength of the distortion products which are generated in the distortion 
compensator. The compensating process is empirical: the repeater is furnished 
with a suitable frequency or frequency mixture and some of the distortion 
products of the second order are filtered out after the repeater and listened 
to in a receiver. The adjusting organ of the compensator is then adjusted 
until the strength of the disturbing note has reached a minimum. 

Design 
In order to facilitate compensating, Ericsson has designed a special distortion 
testing equipment, see the diagram, Fig. 2. The frequencies 4 000 and 5 000 c/s 
are used as disturbing frequencies, these being generated in such manner 
that a valve oscillator HTO gives 1 000 c/s power, part of which is doubled 
in frequency, after which the two frequencies of 1 000 and 2 000 c/s are 
mixed and led into the carrier channel, where they are brought to 5 000 and 



4000 c/s respectively by means of modulation and are admitted to the line. 
On the output side of the repeaters the difference frequency of I 000 c/s is 
filtered out, amplified and listened to. At each repeater station it is conse
quently necessary to have a selective amplifier SA for I 000 c/s. In the re
peaters located between the terminal station and the repeater to be tested, 
intermodulation products of 1 000 c/s are also generated, however, and enter 
the repeater under test and give a wrong impression as to its non-linearity. 
In order to avoid this, a band-suppress filter BSF which suppresses the 
frequency 1 000 c/s is connected on the input side of the repeater Rz which 
is to be compensated; on the output side of the repeater the selective amplifier 
SA which filters the difference note of 1 000 c/s which is heard in the re
ceiver Tel is shunted to the line. 

Consequently, the distortion testing device comprises two units, an oscillator 
ZD 160, Fig. 3, mounted at the terminal station and generating the disturbing 
frequencies, and a receiver ZF 570, Fig. 4, which is mounted in the repeater 
stations and comprises a band suppress filter and the selective amplifier. 
The oscillator and receiver are mounted on one side of steel panels 177 X 482.6 
mm and intended for mounting on a rack. They are equipped with one or 
two Marconi-Osram valves Type LS7, requiring a filament voltage of 
20—28 V DC and a filament current of 0.15 A; this is held constant by 
means of a ballast lamp. The anode voltage is about 130 V and the anode 
current 8 and 16 111A respectively. The sources of current are switched on by 
means of a switch on the panel. 

The oscillator, Fig. 3, consists of a valve oscillator Osc which generates a 
current with the frequency 1 000 c/s. Part of the AC power receives the 
double frequency in the rectifier bridge RB, the note 2 000 c/s being separated 
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in the band-pass filter BPF and mixed with the I ooo c/s note in the differ
ential transformer DFT. As a result of this connection, the powers of the 
i ooo c/s note as well as the 2 000 c/s note can be regulated independently of 
each other by means of the attenuation A and the regulating resistance R, 
while the levels are checked by means of the built-in rectifier voltmeter V. 
The voltmeter can be connected to one or the other side of the differential 
transformer by means of the switch 5". When the switch is in center position 
the voltmeter is connected to the outgoing circuit and measures the sum of 
1 000 c/s and 2 000 c/s power. Since half of the equally large single frequency 
powers which are put into the differential transformer is dissipated in the 
balancing resistance B the total output will be the same as each single fre
quency power. With a correct adjustment of the powers, the voltmeter will 
consequently give the same deflection for the different positions of the switch. 
The total power in the outgoing circuit is in the order of 1 mW. When the 
oscillator is not connected to any circuit, the terminating resistance TR serves 
as load and permits of testing the power by means of the rectifier volt
meter V. 

The receiver, Fig. 4, consists essentially of a two-stage selective amplifier 
for 1 000 c/s. In front of the first valve there is a band-pass filter BPF for 
1 000 c/s with a narrow transmission band, and between the valves a trans
former tuned to the same frequency. The input impedance of the amplifier 
is about 10 000 ohms and practically real, so that it can be shunted to the 
cable circuit on the output side of the repeater to be compensated, without 
influencing the transmission to any appreciable extent. Also, the receiver 
contains a band-suppress filter BSF for 1 000 c/s, intended to be included in 
the circuit on the input side of the repeater under test. The panel is also 
provided with a jack Tel for connecting up a high resistance telephone re
ceiver. Since the receiving equipment contains no adjustable elements the 
connecting leads L, i?,-, Ru and Tel are suitably multiplied in the jack fields 
of the repeater bays. 
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Intermediate Telephone Station 
for Automatic System 
E. B E R G H O L M , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

The Ericsson series of modern bakelite telephone instruments has now been 

augmented by still another, the intermediate telephone instrument, intended 

especially for use when two telephone instruments are to be connected to 

the same circuit so that conversations carried on from one of the instruments 

cannot be overheard in the other one; also this arrangement permits of 

intercommunication between the two instruments. 

Due to its compact and attractive form and simplicity of operation the 

Ericsson intermediate telephone instrument is an excellent exponent of modern 

telephone design. 

An intermediate subscriber's station consists of a main set, connected to the 
main exchange, and an extension set connected to the main set. The charac
teristic feature of this arrangement is that both of these instruments can 
obtain connections with the main exchange as well as call each other. For 
this latter purpose, it is necessary that both of the telephones be equipped 
with intercommunication signalling devices. Both telephones must also be 
equipped with dials, if the main exchange is automatic. If the distance 
between the telephones is short, intercommunication can be arranged with 
battery signalling between the telephones, in which case, however, there will 
be quite a large number of circuits between the telephones. With the model 
here described, magneto current is used for making the local calls, the in
struments being consequently equipped with magnetos; this permits the use 
of a two-wire circuit between the telephones. Where large distances occur 
between the telephones, this is a necessary condition to permit of providing 
such installations without considerable extra cost for the intermediate lines. 

Telephone instruments previously marketed for this purpose were generally 
very bulky and not very pleasing in appearance. With the introduction of the 
Ericsson intermediate subscriber's set, however, these drawbacks have 

Fig. 1 
Main instrument DBH 40 
for automatic system 

\ 
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Fig. 2 x ^ 
Inset for main instrument 
at top, spring group for push buttons; at center, 
magneto; in foreground, star indicator and 
induction coil 

been successfully eliminated, the same housing having been used as for the 
regular Ericsson telephone instruments. The lever switch used in the previous 
types of main sets has been replaced by push buttons, thereby greatly 
simplifying operation as well as giving this detail less prominence in the 
design of the instrument. 

Use 
The Ericsson intermediate subscriber's station is especially serviceable when 
two telephone instruments are to be connected up to the same circuit. In 
general, secrecy for conversations from either of the telephone instruments is 
of paramount importance. A simple connecting up in parallel of the telephone 
is consequently out of question. Furthermore, intercommunication between the 
two telephones is often desirable. Intermediate installations are especially 
suitable for business men who wish to have a telephone in their place of 
business as well as in their residence. Since only two-wire lines are used 
the telephone instruments can be placed at a considerable distance from each 
other without making the lines too expensive. This type of installation is 
suitable also for small offices, where the requirements for intercommunication 
are not so large as to require a private branch exchange. By substituting for 
the regular subscriber's instrument an intermediate subscriber's station, the 
cost of a new subscription can often be avoided and a better utilization of the 
existing subscriber's line obtained. 

Design 
A main instrument DBH 40, Fig. 1, for connection to an automatic exchange 
is — in addition to the usual equipment for a subscriber's dial set — provided 
with a set of three push-button keys, used for obtaining the different connec
tion combinations required by this arrangement of telephone instruments. 
Also, the instrument is equipped with a star indicator for busy indication of 
the main exchange line. Two signalling devices are provided, vis. a polarized 
bell located in the wall box, and a buzzer mounted inside the telephone in
strument. The two signals are consequently of entirely different character, 
preventing all misinterpretation of the same. The inset consists of a base 
plate on which the various components are mounted, these latter being easily 
accessible after the removal of the casing, see Fig. 2. In order to facilitate 
the changing of the cords, the base is provided with a special small, removable 
plate under the cord terminal block, permitting the cord of being changed 
without opening the instrument. In order to provide the greatest possible 
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Fig. 3 
Extension instrument DBH 41 
for automatic system 

Fig. 4 X3860 

Diagram of intermediate subscriber's 
station 
a main exchange call to main instrument 
b information call to extension instrument 
c transfer of call to extension instrument 
d through connection to extension instrument 
e through connection to extension instrument 

(main instrument takes part in conversation) 
f intermediate connection between the two 

instruments 

ease and freedom for the turning of the magneto crank, the magneto has been 
given a somewhat sloping position by sinking it down into the base. 

The extension instrument DBH 41, Fig. 3, is used together with the main 
instrument and is practically similar in appearance; it lacks some of the equip
ment of the main instrument, however, such as the push buttons and the star 
indicator. 

Operation 
In the diagram, Fig. 4, are schematically indicated the different connections 
possible with these telephone instruments. 

For a main exchange call, Fig. 4 a, the red button is depressed, connecting 
the main instrument to the exchange line. The exchange is called by removing 
the handset. A calling signal from the exchange is received by the bell of the 
main instrument. The extension is connected to the buzzer of the main in
strument and can call the main instrument by means of the magneto. By 
making the function of the red push button independent of that of the cradle 
switch, the red button can remain depressed as long as the main telephone 
instrument is to keep watch over the exchange line; when used for exchange 
calls, the function of the main telephone instrument is consequently the same 
as for an ordinary subscriber's set. 

For an inquiry call from the main instrument to the extension during the 
course of a main exchange conversation, the white button, Fig. 4 b, is de
pressed, the red button meanwhile remaining in depressed position. The main 
instrument is now connected to the extension line and can call the extension 
by means of the magneto. The exchange line remains connected over a resist
ance in parallel with the bell, which is in circuit in order to receive new 
calling signal from the main exchange (such a condition may arise if the 
existing exchange call is a local call which may be broken in favour of an in
coming trunk call). Conversation can now take place between the main in
strument and the extension, but this conversation cannot be overheard over 
the exchange line. After obtaining the desired information, the main instru
ment can re-establish the exchange connection by pressing the red button, 
causing the white one to return to normal. 

Should it be found desirable to transfer a call from the main instrument to 
the extension, the black push button is depressed momentarily, Fig. 4 c, causing 
the two other push buttons to return to normal and providing a through con
nection for the exchange line to the extension. The black button returns 
to normal as soon as it is released. The extension is now connected to the 

\ 
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exchange line and can speak over the same. During the conversation the 
star indicator on the main telephone instrument indicates that the exchange 
line is busy. 

This through connecting feature is used also when the extension is to stand 
at attention for calls from the exchange line. Calling signals from the exchange 
are received directly by the bell of the extension. The party at the extension 
answers the call and can also call the exchange without the aid of the main 
instrument. The depressing of the black button, Fig. 4 c, on the main instru
ment — whereby the microphone is brought in circuit — will, however, 
permit this instrument to take part in the conversation. When the button is 
released, the conversation over the exchange line from the extension can still 
be overheard from the main instrument, Fig. 4 d. 

An intercommunication connection is obtained by depressing the white button 
only, before the handset is lifted, Fig. 4 f, causing the red button to return 
to normal in case it should have been depressed. The main instrument is 
then connected to the extension and can call the latter by means of the magneto. 
The bell of the main set remains in circuit to receive calls from the ex
change line. 

Technical Data 
These telephone instruments are made for automatic as well as manual CB 
systems and for all existing feed conditions. The transmission characteristics are 
the same as for the Ericsson regular telephone instruments for CB and auto
matic systems, see Ericsson Technics No 2, 1934. For all switching combina
tions the cross-talk attenuation is greater than 9 nepers. 

The magneto has two magnets of cobalt steel. At 20 c/s the idling voltage is 
about 90 V and the maximum effect 2 W, which is quite sufficient for the 
lengths of circuit to be reckoned with. The polarized bell is connected in 
series with a 1 //F condenser and rings for 15 V at 20 c/s. For dial system 
working, the bell of the main instrument is provided with a direction spring 
so as not to function during impulsing with the dial. The sensitivity can then 
depend upon the spring tension, which must be suited to tiie feed system and 
circuit length. The buzzer in the main instrument works for a tension of 
25 V at 20 c/s. 

A 3 V dry cell is required for intercommunication. Since the current con-
sumption is low such a cell generally lasts for several years. 
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Automatic Routine Tester with 
Impulse Machine 
E. W E S T E R , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

Automatic telephone exchanges are generally provided with testing devices 

for supervising of the functioning of the installation, whereby faults in the 

automatic switching equipment are often detected before causing serious 

trouble. At smaller exchanges the time of the staff is not always fully 

occupied, and here it is consequently well motivated, from an economic 

point of view, to install manually operated testing devices, first of all line 

testing equipment, a testing device for the automatic switches and a traffic 

supervisor's desk. Larger installations must also be equipped with supervisory 

arrangements for the testing of all the vital phases in the switching procedure 

and indication of all detected faults. In order to facilitate the work of the staff, 

these devices must be easily operated and of simple design, while expert 

training should not be necessary for their operation. An automatic routine 

tester meeting these requirements is now being offered by Ericsson. 

The purpose of the Ericsson routine tester with impulse machine is to carry 
out a large number of tests in the form of repeated test connections, and to 
attract the attention of the staff in case of faults. The tester is designed for 
the Ericsson automatic telephone system with 500-line selectors, but the fact that 
the control and supervisory signals are quite general in character and not indi
vidual for any definite system makes the tester adaptable to other systems 
as well. The group of switches to be tested is connected with the routine 
tester over two line pairs. Over one of the pairs the tester performs the 
same operations with reference to the automatic exchange as would a regular 
subscriber when making a call and obtaining a speaking connection. Over 
the other pair, which is connected to a line which has not been allotted to 
any subscriber, the calls are directed back to the tester. The calling number 
for this second line is set on the tester by means of dials, after which the 
corresponding combination of digits is automatically transmitted in the form 

Fig. 1 x 5431 

Automatic routine tester 
top row, connecting keys and alarm lamps; 
second row, dials for setting number of test 
line; third row, switching keys and counting 
registers; bottom row, jacks for test line and 
battery connections 
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of impulses; the calling number can be composed of one to six digits. The 
tester is designed for a 24 V operating current, but can be made or provided 
with auxiliary units for other tensions. 

Since the routine tester works automatically and repeats the testing opera
tion until it has been disconnected or has found a fault, it constitutes a con
siderable load on the group of switching devices under test, and the test 
should consequently not be carried out during traffic peaks. A choice of two 
methods is available, one can either let the tester work entirely without super
vision during a considerable time, thus testing all of the switches, or else the 
testing is carried out under supervision so that every switch, i. c, line finder, 
group selector and register to be tested is disconnected and does not fulfil 
its regular functions while being tested; this should be applied to a certain 
extent also in the subsequent switching stages. This latter testing procedure 
can only be carried out on condition that it takes place during the night, 
however. 

The dimensions of the tester, Fig. 1, are as follows: height 350 mm, length 
560 mm and width 225 mm. The front panel is equipped with two keys for 
battery connection and for starting the impulse transmitter, five signal lamps 
for indicating faults, six dials for the setting of the calling number, a number 
of push-button keys for making connections under different conditions, and 
counters which register the number of test connections and detected faults. 
At the bottom of the panel are jacks for making connection with the impulse 
machine, which can consequently be utilized for other purposes also. The 
impulse ratio and impulse frequency can be checked by connecting a measuring; 
instrument to these jacks, in addition to which are jacks for the connecting 
up of the calling and the called line, as well as for the battery. In addition 
to the necessary relays, the tester contains a rotary step-by-step switch for 
the successive setting of the different phases of the switching process, an 
impulse machine and a voice frequency receiver, which are used for starting 
the impulsing — when a dial tone is sent out from the exchange — as well 
as for the supervision of the speaking connection. 

The voice frequency receiver consists of a valve, the grid circuit of which 
is connected to the incoming rectified voice frequency AC. A relay in the 
anode circuit of the valve is then actuated. In spite of the fact that only 
24 V anode tension is available, it has been possible to use valves of regular 
design, due to the fact that an electrolytic condenser has been inserted in 
order to double the voltage. This condenser is given a charge of 24 V at 
suitable moments, and then connected in series with the 24 V battery tension, 

Fig. 2 x 5432 

Chassis of the routine tester 

showing relays, condensers and resistances; 
at upper lef t , ro tary switch; at lower r ight , 
impulse transmitter 
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thereby giving 48 V for anode voltage. As an added precaution, a rectifier 
has been connected in series with a relay, which can consequently be energized 
only for the right direction of current, thereby preventing any damage 
occurring to the electrolytic condenser should the battery connections be 
reversed. The impulse machine consists of an impulse wheel with motor drive 
which, under normal conditions, makes ten breaks per second in two separate 
circuits. One of the circuits consists of a line loop to the exchange and the 
other is for the stepping forward of the rotary switch. 

The testing process commences after the two test lines and the battery voltage 
have been connected up and the number dials have been set to the number 
of the called line and the required number of push button keys has been 
depressed. The calling and the called line have each two push buttons, one 
for closing their own circuit and one for the insertion of a 1 500 ohm resist
ance in the line loop. One of the push buttons is intended for the testing 
of systems with common battery supply for both subscribers, another button 
being for systems without repeated ringing signals. A special button is 
intended for the insertion of spark quenching devices during impulsing. 

Faults are indicated by means of five lamps and one bell, which latter can 
be disconnected by means of a push button. These lamps obtain current over 
a ring of contacts in the rotary switch. If the testing process has not been 
completed after a certain time, a thermic relay is actuated, this relay being 
connected to another relay, which is energized under normal conditions. A 
thermic contact is thereby heated, which closes an alarm circuit to the bell 
and one of the five signal lamps. Each time the rotary switch reaches the 
first position, the above mentioned relay is shunted so that it cannot energize 
anew until the thermic contact has returned to normal. Should the switch 
during the testing process remain too long in one position, an alarm signal 
is given after some time. The first lamp glows if the dialling tone is not 
obtained from the automatic exchange. The fifth lamp is put in circuit if the 
testing arrangement does not function properly. The other three lamps when 
in circuit indicate that the switching route under test does not function 
correctly. The second and third lamps indicate that the ringing signal has 
not been sent out; thus, if the switching route has not been connected up 
to the intended testing line, the second lamp is lit. When the rotary switch 
is in a certain determined position, the fourth lamp will glow in case the 
ringing signal has not been disconnected; this causes a breaking of the 
connection to the voice frequency receiver. The same lamp glows in case 
the battery connection is broken, preventing the rotary switch from operating, 
or in case of a break in the speaking connection between the feed coils of 
the switching route, for instance at the connecting wires to the condensers ; 
in this case the dial tone sent out over one of the lines does not influence 
the voice frequency receiver connected to the other line, and the switch of 
the testing apparatus ceases to rotate. The level of the emitted dial tone 
can be regulated by means of a dial, so that the tone will with absolute 
certainty influence the voice frequency receiver during testing with a maxi
mum line resistance, without being so loud during testing without an in
serted line resistance that the voice frequency receiver is influenced, for 
instance, when a single-wire connection is used for the switching route. 

\ 
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Sound Ampl i f ie r 
O. A R N T Y R , E L E K T R I S K A A K T I B B O L A G E T S K A N D I A , S T O C K H O L M 

Fig. 1 
Sound amplif ier PK 300 

In quite a number of fields of activity, it is often desirable to increase the 

intensity of the sound above the primary level, for instance when transmit

ting music and speech or when making announcements to large assemblies. By 

utilizing modern amplifying practice, Ericsson has designed a sound amplifier 

intended for a hundred or so telephone receivers, or for a couple of loudspeakers. 

In order to permit persons hard of hearing to listen to lectures, church ser
vices etc., appliances of many different types have been constructed. The oldest 
permanent installations for this purpose were simply speaking-tube installa
tions, a funnel being placed in front of the speaker, and connected to a system 
of tubes terminating at the seat of each listener in a couple of rubber tubes 
with suitable ear plugs. The first electrical listening installation consisted 
of a transmitter and battery, and a distribution network with telephone re
ceivers at the seats of the listeners. This system was a considerable improve
ment over the earlier one. The greatest disadvantage remained, however: it 
was impossible to obtain such a strong sound that persons decidedly hard of 
hearing were given any appreciable relief. In order to remove this disadvantage 
mechanical amplifiers were constructed, which gave quite a good volume 
of sound, although of inferior quality, and the arrangements were complicated 
and not very efficient. In order to meet these essential requirements, and 
aided by their long experience in the construction of modern radio receivers, 
Ericsson have designed an amplifier giving a large sound volume and with 
an excellent quality of tone rendition. It also is of a very sturdy and reliable 
construction. 

Fig. 2 x sen 

Microphones RC 1855, RC 1860 and 
RC 1850 

The amplifier PK 300, Fig. 1, is a convertible AC—DC model, i. e., it can be 
connected to either DC or AC mains as well as for the most common 
occurring voltages. The amplifier is equipped with two amplifier valves and 
a rectifier valve, microphone and output transformer, volume regulator, fuse, 
terminal base etc. The main switch is combined with the switch for the 
microphone battery, thereby eliminating all danger of neglect in the discon
necting of the microphone battery. When the amplifier is in circuit, a red 
signal lamp glows, visible through an opening in the front of the cover. The 
amplifier is connected to the mains by means of a flexible cord. The current 
consumption amounts to 46 YV with 220 V, 50 c/s AC. The output has the 
same voltage and a power of 2.4 W. 

The sound is generally transmitted by means of carbon microphones. Naturally, 
other types, such as crystal or electrodynamic microphones, may be used, but 
the carbon microphone has the advantage of being relatively insensitive from 
a mechanical point of view, it gives a large volume of sound and is inexpen
sive. In order to meet varying requirements as to mounting, Ericsson has 
constructed three different designs, Fig. 2, especially adapted for use 
with the amplifier. The microphone RC i860 is designed for table use, micro
phones RC 1855 and RC 1850 being designed for screwing against a wall or 
on a bracket- The microphone housing is of bakelite and contains a 40 ohm 
insert. The holder is provided with a terminal block and protecting cover. 
Two dry cells in series generally serve as microphone battery, this latter 
being connected directly to the amplifier. 

As a substitute for the earlier telephone receivers, a new type RF 1810, 
Fig. 3, has been designed, this receiver being mounted on an extra long handle 
in order to be held with ease and without causing undue fatigue. It is provided 
with a vulcanized connecting cord with plug, the cord being vulcanized into 
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the plug as well. The magnet system of the receiver is amply dimensioned, 
and can consequently stand a heavy load without causing distortion. Thanks 
to its construction and to the vulcanized connecting cord, it is possible to 
clean the receiver with a wet sponge or the like without damaging the same. 

The new hook terminal PR 6oo, Fig. 3, is provided with a volume regulator, 
thereby enabling each listener to regulate the sound volume to his personal 
requirements. It is also provided with a jack for the plug of the connecting 
cord, as well as a suspension hook for the receiver. The hook is combined 
witli a break contact which automatically disconnects the receiver as soon 
as it is suspended from the hook. This is necessary in order to prevent persons 
sitting near a receiver not in use from being disturbed by the strong sound 
issuing from the same, in case the volume dial should not be in zero position. 
The volume dial is of bakelite and the protecting cover of pressed sheet 
iron. Due to its small dimensions, the hook terminal is quite inconspicuous 
when mounted. 

An installation with the above described units, see Fig. 4, is very simple to 
maintain. This system has consequently been very widely adopted, especially in 
churches, where the microphones can be practically invisibly mounted on the 
altar, the altar rail and the pulpit. Thanks to the powerful amplification, speech 
and singing can be plainly and clearly heard at all times without the speaker 
having to place his lips close to the microphone. Also, the hook terminals 
can be very discreetely mounted in the pews, see Fig. 3. In churches, it is 
especially necessary that the hook terminal be provided with a suspension 
hook which automatically disconnects the receiver when this latter is not in 
use, as otherwise persons sitting in the vicinity of the receiver would be 
disturbed in their worship. 

The amplifier has also been put to use in restaurants, bars and cafes where 
the dining room etc. and the kitchen lie on different levels. A microphone, 
which can be switched over to the amplifier by means of a push button, is 
mounted in the dining room, while a loudspeaker, connected to the amplifier, is 
mounted in the kitchen or in some other suitable place. On placing an order, 
the waiter or waitress depresses the microphone button, thereby connecting 
up the microphone to the amplifier. The waiter then gives his order in the 
microphone and it is repeated in the kitchen through the loudspeaker. 

The amplifier has also been used to advantage in large store rooms. An 
amplifier with microphone is mounted in the office, with loudspeakers in the 
different store rooms. If some member of the staff is to be paged, a commu
nication is to be made to the store-room staff, this can easily be accomplished 
by talking directly in the microphone, the message being broadcast wherever 
loudspeakers are mounted. 

\ 
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Distribution Pillars 
E, J E N S E N , S I E V E R T S K A B E L V E R K , S U N D B Y B E R G 

Sievert's distribution pillars have gradually been adapted to a distribution 

system for mounting above ground level and intended for the cable networks 

of power and industrial installations. They are noted for their great flexi

bility, being easily adapted to different requirements; they are easily erected, 

have been designed with foresight and are of an attractive appearance. 

They can be used individually or combined with shrouded units. 

When electrical power plants began some ten years ago to replace their old 
open-wire distribution networks with underground cable networks, there arose 
the question of suitable distribution units. At that time it was customary, 
in the larger cities, that cable mains, protected at the power station or sub
station, were drawn to buried cable boxes from which, in turn, protected 
distribution cables were drawn. The unprotected service cables were branched 
off from these in underground junction boxes. In smaller communities, the 
most common method was to lead the distribution cables direct from a station 
or substation. 

This system had its disadvantages, however. Thus, the jointing chambers 
were very inconvenient for the replacing of fuses; two men are required 
to open the jointing chamber, and this work takes too much time when 
city blocks deprived of light are clamouring for restoration of the mains 
current. Under no circumstances is it a very pleasant job to change fuses 
in the narrow jointing chamber, with its more or less bare conductors; 
neither are underground junction boxes and unprotected service lines 
always so attractive. 

In order to offer power plants a more attractive system, Sieverts Kabelverk 
took up the manufacture of distribution pillars for placing above ground 
— in general against the wall of a building —, to which all the cables were 
drawn and in which they were connected to a busbar system, with or without 
protectors. To begin with, a difference was made between distribution pillars 
and jointing chambers. The pillars were used for branching off the distribu
tion cables from the mains. These cables were generally over-protected, fuse 
handles being used for this purpose. The jointing chambers were intended 
especially for service branchings and were calculated to serve two houses 
each, see Fig. I. The service cables were under-protected, D-fuses being used 
for this purpose. The distribution cables were connected directly to the busbars 
by means of sweating lugs. Sometimes the jointing chambers were used 
merely for joining cables together over busbars without any protection 
whatsoever. 

The rational use of distribution pillars offers a number of advantages. The 
ease with which the fuses are tended, the saving in time and the greater 
personal safety accompanying this method during breakdowns in the net
work are so self-evident as not to require more detailed explanations. Each 
cable is terminated in a separate junction unit in the pillar, the different 
conductors being connected to fuses or to busbars, and one can consequently 
say that the network — to a certain extent — is constantly sectioned. This 
greatly facilitates inspection or measurings which are necessary during break
downs or otherwise. When building a cable network, the pillars offer the 
advantage that the cables can be laid and connected up individually. The 
hindrance to traffic caused by the laying of cables can consequently be reduced 
to a minimum. The termination of the cables and their connection to the pillars 
can then be taken care of without unduly forcing the work and without ob-

Fig. 1 x 3858 

former and present distribution 
systems 
the f irst service boxes were f i t ted with fuses 
-for two service cables only, thus requir ing one 
box for every two houses; wi th the new distri
bution pi l lars, an arb i t ra ry number of service 
-cables — within certain limits —can be branched 
off at the p i l lar 
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structing the traffic. Faults occurring in a cable network are generally due to 
damage caused by street work or to trouble in the junction boxes. In the 
latter case it is naturally an advantage that the junction box is directly 
accessible above ground. The fault can be located and remedied without having 
to tear up the pavement and excavate the street, i. e., without in any way 
obstructing the traffic. The service cables are protected in the pillars, where 
the fuses are always accessible to the power plant staff, and effectively 
protected against tampering. Extensions to a cable network can also easily 
be made from a distribution pillar. 

One advantage ascribed to the jointing chambers is that, when they have 
once been installed underground, they are out of the way once and for all and 
cause no trouble in case the adjacent building should be torn down and rebuilt. 
This is quite true, but it should be emphasized, however, that the streets — 
especially those of large cities — are very encumbered under as well as above the 
pavement. A jointing chamber occupies so much space that it is perhaps 
difficult to find room for the same, and once in position it may seriously 
obstruct street repairing work. The space occupied by a distribution pillar is 
negligible. If the pillar — as is common practice — is placed against the 
wall of a building, it can be stated without exaggeration that it causes no ob
struction, see Fig. 2. In certain cases modern show windows can cause 
difficulties in the placing of distribution pillars, as they are often so low that 
the base under the window is lower than the pillar. Also, the windows may 
be so closely spaced that the room between them is insufficient for the placing-
of the pillar. With the smaller pillars, however, this matter offers no 
difficulties, since the pillars are only opened — except for the connecting 
of the cables — for the replacement of fuses and inspection. For this purpose, 
the shell is opened only in front of the fuses, and as this opening is only about 
400 mm high, there is really no reason why the pillar should not be placed so 
deep down that only the removable cover is above ground. 

As far as the larger pillars are concerned, it does not go without saying 
that this type must be placed against a wall; it can also stand detached. This 
method has also been largely adopted in England, where one often encounters 
pillars placed in the footway, right on the edge of the curb. Even though this 
method is not always practicable, there is no doubt but that it is quite ser
viceable if carried out with discrimination. 

Design 
It is now some years since Sievert's original types of pillars and boxes were 
entirely replaced by a uniform system of cast iron pillars. These pillars are 

Fig. 2 x 5469 

Distribution pillar 
left, placed on high base lo prevent damage 
in case of floods; right, placed beneath a 
store window 
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Fig. 3 x™> 
Regular types of distribution pillars 
left, type KSD with D fuses for seven cables 
and terminals for two cables; middle, type 
KSH for six cables, al l connected over H fuses; 
r ight, type KSV for six cables, of which f ive 
are connected over V fuses and one to bus
bars direct 

made in three different types, Fig. 3, one smaller, Type KSD, fitted primarily 
with D-plug fuses, and two larger ones, Types KSH and KSV, fitted with 
fuse handles. 

The smallest type of distribution pillar is equipped with a system of sturdy 
busbars, which support the protectors. The busbars are fitted on two or 
three porcelain supports. The protectors as well as the connections are con
structed so that they may be attached to a busbar at any point, no holes for 
fixing screws being required. There are no bottom contacts in the fuse 
bases, but the base can be provided with a gauge ring in order to prevent 
the use of over-size fuses; thus, the cartridges are screwed in and make a 
direct contact with the busbar without any additional intermediate resistance. 
The fuses are made for 25, 60 and 100 A, the two first ones with the usual 
Edison threading, the last one with a fine threading. Standard connections 
for the cable conductors will accommodate a section of maximum 150 mm2, 
but can be provided for larger sections as well. The system adopted permits 
the connecting up in the same pillar of a number of cables of varying sections 
in arbitrary sequence, either direct to the busbars by means of connections 
or over plug fuses of varying sizes up to 100 A. 

F i g . 4 X 3859 

Distribution pillar KSDV 

with two groups of V fuses and bus-bars for 
D fuses and terminals 

Two types of jointing units are made for the pillars, the one to be filled 
with common insulating compound and the other pressure-tight. The first 
type will accommodate three- and four-conductor cables of up to 240 mm2, the 
latter being for single conductor cables of up to 500 mm2, and for three 
and four-conductor cables of up to 185 mm2. The jointing units are manu
factured in whole multiples of 33^3 mm, vis. 662/3, 100 and 133V3 nim. They 
are fixed to the back side of the pillar by means of strong pin bolts, holes for 
these bolts — with a spacing of 33V3 mm — being provided along the whole 
width of the back. It is possible to fit jointing units of different widths in 
the same pillar and in an arbitrary sequence from one side to the other. To 
the uninitiated this system appears somewhat puzzling, which it also may 
be, but it is quite a simple puzzle to lay. The catalogue gives information as 
to the space required by every group of fuses and connections, also, the free 
width of the busbars. The widths of the jointing units are indicated in the 
number of spacings of 33^3 mm, amounting to 2, 3 and 4 spacings respectively 
lor the different sizes. Information as to the available space for jointing units, 
also expressed in spacings, is given for each pillar. The determining of the 
number of devices and jointing units which a pillar can accommodate is really 
nothing more than a simple addition. 

It sometimes happens that, in a pillar intended chiefly for light cables, it is 
found desirable to connect one or two heavy cables over fuses. Also, it may 
be found desirable to connect an incoming cable in such manner as to permit 
the opening of all circuits when carrying on work in the pillar. Both of 
these requirements can be met with the aid of fuse handles for maximum 
200 A, since it is possible — by placing the fuses horizontally — to obtain 
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room for two groups of fuses, one to the left and one to the right, in the 
pillar, see Fig. 4. The cables are connected to the outer ends of these fuses; 
the inner ends of the fuses being connected by means of busbars, to which 
D-fuses and connections can be fitted in the customary manner. If the fuse 
handles are to be used only for opening the circuits, they are fitted with 
knife contacts, otherwise they are provided with cartridges in the usual manner. 

High capacity fuse handles for 500 V of two different kinds are used in the 
large pillars, vis.: H-fuses and V-fuses, both of which are obtainable in 
standard sizes up to 350 A. The H-fuses contain an element, consisting of a 
porcelain base and two knife contacts. At each end of the cartridge are 
metal contact plates which grip the knife contacts of the elements. Each 
cartridge is inserted in a porcelain handle provided with screw terminals, 
with which the metal contacts can be forced against the knife contacts. After 
placing the cartridge in position, these screws are tightened by means of an 
insulated screw driver, furnished with every pillar. The cartridges are to be 
had in a smaller type, from 60 to 200 A, and a larger type, from 150 to 300 A. 
The elements have correspondingly smaller and larger knife contacts, which 
can be exchanged at will. Besides the fact that the elements are the simplest 
possible, the H-fuses have the advantage of requiring very little space, the 350 A 
fuses not requiring more space than 200 A fuses. Also, both 200 and 350 A 
fuses can be fitted in the same pillar without requiring any special arrange
ments. The V-fuses have larger and more expensive elements, but the cartridges 
are cheaper, due to the fact that they can be handled with the same handle. 
The elements are provided with powerful spring grips, into which the 
cartridges are pushed. In this case, since the cartridges need not be locked, 
they are somewhat easier to manipulate. The fuses are supplied in a series for 
up to 200 A, and another series for up to 350 A. The smaller series is 
already larger than the corresponding H-series, but it can nevertheless find 
room in the same size of pillar as these latter. The larger V-series, on the 
other hand, requires considerably more space and, consequently, a larger 
pillar. 

Pillars of standard construction are provided with fuse handles for 4, 6 
and 8 fuse groups, and are consequently provided with the full number of 
fuses. However, there is nothing to prevent the elimination of one or more 
groups of fuses, either because they are superfluous for the moment or because 
it is desirable to connect the corresponding cables direct to the busbars. The 
pillars are always in such a finished state, however, as to permit the fitting 
of the full number of fuses at any time. 

All of the various pillar models are made, not only in standard types, but 
also in special types for different purposes, Fig. 5. It is quite common, for 
instance, that electric power plants wish to combine cables for the common 
distribution and cables for street lighting in the same pillar, so that both of 
the groups are electrically isolated. A busbar system is then fitted for each 
group. Also, in the above example, it is often found desirable to install a 
switching clock and, eventually, a contactor for the lighting and extinguishing 
of the street lights. This can generally be arranged without difficulty, even 
though comparatively large pillars may sometimes be required. If the distribu-
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Special types of distr ibution pillars 
left, type KSV with D fuses for street lighting 
and time switch; middle, type KSV employed 
as distribution central in large machine shop; 
right, distribution central for large industrial 
plant, assembled of shrouded units, two pillars 
KSH for heavy cable and two pillars KSD for 
lighter cable 



tion system is too large for one distribution pillar, it is possible to combine 
two or more. Openings for interconnections are then provided on the side of 
the shell, and the pillars are mechanically joined together by means of 
standard extension flanges. The electric connections between the pillars arc 
accomplished by means of vulcanized wire. 

Power plants often wish to measure the voltage at certain points in the net
work, for which purpose they use cables with one or more insulated measuring 
wires laid in the cable conductor. Special jointing units for one or two 
measuring wires are provided in order to permit the separation of these 
measuring wires in the pressure tight terminal units. When jointing units 
with insulating compound are used, this can be arranged very simply with the 
standard units. 

Due to their construction, the cable pillars require comparatively little space 
in width. Thus, the space required for each cable is barely ioo mm in pillars 
with cartridge fuses, and a trifle more than ioo mm in pillars with fuse 
handles. Due to this fact, these pillars are in great demand for industrial 
plants and installations in general where space is limited. As previously 
described, they are then sometimes fitted only with fuses and connecting 
terminals. In industrial plants, however, it often occurs that circuit breakers, 
measuring instruments and so forth are required in a distribution central. 
Also, these requirements are sometimes encountered in electric power plants, 
for example for the underground transformer stations. The central is then 
best arranged by combining regular shrouded material with one or two 
distribution pillars. Industrial concerns often require the fitting of a cable 
pillar with a main circuit breaker for the feed cable. With smaller intensities 
of current, this is best arranged by mounting a shrouded switch on one side 
of the pillar. With larger intensities of current special constructional features 
may be required. 

Er icsson T e c h n i c s 
Ericsson Technics No .', 1938 

N. Svartholm: Distortionless Transmission on Inductively Shunted Trans
mission Lines 

The first of the present paper, which is closely connected with an earlier 
work by 5". Ekelof published in Ericsson Technics No 5 & 6, 1937, &'ves 

some variant solutions of the transient problem of an inductively shunted 
smooth line. Some conclusions concerning the transmission properties ID 
general of such lines have been drawn, particularly a new possibility of 
distortionless transmission, a closer investigation of which with regard to a 
lumped distribution of the shunting impedances is given in the latter part of 
this work, at the instigation of and in collaboration with H. Stcrky. Further
more the properties of lines loaded with series inductances besides the shunt 
impedances (Pupin-Thompson lines) have been discussed. 
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